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PISTOL DUEL

CONFERENCE

:

OF BAPTIST PASTORS

conference of the
Mextenth annual convention of New
ico Baptists concluded an interesting
a very
program here today, including
successful session last evenins and
nother session this morning at the
First Baptist church, the conference
closing at noon.
There were present at the sessions
several
of this important conference
of
of the most noted representatives as
this denomination from a distance,
OKLAHOMA VILLAGE SCENE OF well as most of the local pastor
Mexico.
in different sections of New
GUN V
A SENSATIONAL
visitors from out
notable
the
Among
FIGHT .'"
of the territory were Dr. I. N. Clark,
secreo f Kansas City, Mo., district
of Foreign Missions for the northtary
DYING ern Baptist convention; Rev. Bruce
ONE
DEAD; TWO
secKinney, of Topeka, Kari., district
Mission
society;
retary of the Home
INNOCENT BYSTANDER NUMBER Dr J F. Love, of Dallas, Tex., assistED AMONG. THE VIC- -'
ant secretary of the Home Mission
convenTIMS ...
board of the southern Baptist
secretary
of
Dallas,
E.
Lee,
E.
tion;
of the B. Y. P. U. work of the southand Miss
THE RESULT OF A FEUD ern Baptist convention missionary
Mina Everett, a Baptist
to Mexico.
conThe program of the pastors
nrrtr.FR WHO SHOT MAN, AT
notable adseveral
included
ference
S
TACKED ON STREET BY
Terridresses at the evening session.
BROTHER
of
T.
J.
Talley,
torial Evangelist
He
Clovis, was the first speaker.. enand
Kiefer. Okla,. Dec. 1. One man was discussed In a very helpful "Preachof
the
subject
killed and two probably fatally wound tertaining way
Its Place and Power in the Reed In a street fight with revolvers ing,
demption of the World." Mr. Talley
here today. The dead are:
followed by Pastor John Albert
was
'
MELVIN OOLEY.
,
(
of Albuquerque, who spoke on
Shaw,
The fatally wounded are:
a Man's Job." At the
"Preaching,
DEPUTY MARSHAL GOOCH.
"The Minister, His
session,
morning
THOMAS BOXLEY, a carpenter.
was the general
and
Work,"
Life
Boxtey was an innocent bystander. topic, different phases of which were
The shooting grew out of the killing discussed by Pastors A. E. Boyd, of
a month ago of Homer Ooley, avgam Artesia: C. R. Stewart, of Melrose,
filer, by Marshal H. P. Highnote. and .T. F. Rorex, of Las Cruces. The
When Melvin Ooley, Homer's brother. closing address of the convention was
h Rev. Bruce Kinney, of To
met Highnote and Bopcn on we
street today, a quarrel started. Fin- peka, who took for his subject, "Di
ally Ooley drew his revolver and shot vine Worship."
dropped,' Oooley
The conference closed by electingGooch. As Gooch
presistruck him on the head with his re- S. B. Galloway, of Alamogordo,
a
- volver butt. Highnote had by this dent for the next year, ana- v.
time drawn his revolver and began Berryman, secretary..
firing. Ooley , returned the fire. In
the exchange of shots Ooley was kil- LAND OFFICE CANDIDATE
INTERVIEWS PARTY LEADERS
led and Boxley shot In the head. Excitement ran high following the affray
Frank J. Lavan, special federal
and for a time a general battle between thw friends of Ooley and the agent, with headquarters at Santa Fe,
was in the city yesterday afternoon
authorities was threatened.
and this morning, interviewing local
' republican leaders in behalf of his
CHIEF JUSTICE MILLS4
GOING EAST TONIGHT candidacy for the position of register
of the TJ. S. land office at Santa Fe,
Chief Justice William J. Mills, re now held by M. R. Otero. Lavan's
cently appointed governor of New home; previous to coming to New
Mexico by President Taft, leaves on Mexico, was in Cleveland, Ohio. He
New believes hia chances for securing the
the Chicago limited tonight-fo- r
New
Conn.,
and
Boston
Haven,
position are good, providing he can
York,
on important personal business. Judge get the endorsement of party leaders
Mills has been tontemplating this trip in the territory.
tor several months, he having business interests dn tha east which de- AGREE UPON PLAN FOR
DIVORCE OF RAILROADS
mand his attention. In the course of
his trip he will visit Washington and
New York, Dec. 1. It was semi-of- pay hia respects to the president.
announced this afternoon that
Mills
stated
ficially
today
emphatically
Judge
that he had not been summoned to negotiations for a separation of the
Washington for a conference on ter- Rock Island and St. Louis and San
ritorial matters and that his" trip had Francisco railroads has been satisfac
no political significance.
torily concluded.
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Today was sentence day in the ter
ritorial district court. Chief Justice.
Mills closing up the criminal docket
of hia court by imposing sentences
on those convicted at the. present
term. Judge Mills will leave tonight
for the east and during his absence,
Judge Frank W. Parker of Las Cruces, will preside over the remaining
sessions of the court, he arriving here
There are' a few civil cases
tonight.
yet to be heard, after which court
STRIKE PARALYSLIGHT IN EAST ORANGE,
SUSPECTING
BETTER HALF OP
will adjourn until December 23, on SWITCHMEN'S
BIG SYS- SEVERAL
ES
which
Mills
will
date
be
here
LIGH TIN EAST ORANGE,
Judge
INFIDELITY, WIFE GOES
1
'
TEMS
to preside.
.: NEW JERSEY
GUNNING
The names of the prisoners, their
crimes and the sentences imposed upon them by the court,follow:
f
TB0DSANDSJI1IT VtT"- SHE SHOOTS TO KILL CRIME BAFFLES POLICE Candido
Maes, larceny of a, horse,
which he sold at Upper Las" Vegas
and who was caught twelve days lat- WALKOUT WILL fNDRCE VAST IN.
TAKEN
AUNT
AGED
FINDS HIM "JOY RIDING" DOWN- VICTIM'S
er in Guadalupe county, was given
DUSTRIES TO SUSPEND
INTO CUSTODY ON SUS-''- ;
TOWN WITH ANOTHER
not less than eighteen months or more
OPERATIONS
PICION
:",.
.. WOMAN
than two years in. the penitentiary.
Francisco Martinez, found guilty of
forgery,
having forged an order for
MOST
STANDS
OFF THE POLICE THE HOUSE BF MYSTEBY twelve dollajs on the Romero Mer- SITUATION
cantile company was sentenced to one
year in the penitentiary.
TROUBLE, UNLESS SPEEDILY ADDIG
TO
PREPARE
AUTHORITIES
FRAU
OKLAHOMA
OKMULGEE,
CIprlano Martinez who burglarized
JUSTED, WILL HAVE FAR
UP CELLAR OF STRANGE
the barber shop of W. T. Reed was
.GIVES GENUINE WILD WEST
REACHING EFFECT
RESIDENCE
sentenced to serve not less than one
EXHIBITION.
year and not more than eighteen
St Paul, Minn., Dec. 1. Both eldes
New York, Dec. 1. The mystery months in the penitentiary. ,
1.
When
Dec.
Okla.,
Okmulgee,
Margarlto Romero, tried , for the in the controversy between the rail
death of Mrs. O. W.
the
surrounding
Mrs B. Coleman, young' and pretty, S.
Snead, the young Brooklyn woman larceny of a horee from Marclal Bau-la- , roads ot the Northwest and
was sentenced to serve not lea a
suspected her husband of infidelity whose nude body was found in a bath
Switchmen's TTnton nt North An?
yesterday she hired a saddle horse, tub in a vacant house in East Orange, than eighteen months and not more which, resulted "in a walkout of
stuck a revolver in her belt and, then N. J., yesterday;, was still unraveled than two years in the penitentiary.
j,
Vidal Martinez, who pleaded guilty switchmen between here and the Pr
although the police have taken
started out in search tf hira. She today,
to
Miss
aunt.
was
into custody the victim's
sentenced to serve ciflc coast last night, claimed thla
sodomy
met him on Main street, "joy riding"
Virginia Wardlaw, her statements be- not less than three years nor more morning to have the situation well n!
Coleman
with another woman. When
than five years in the penitentiary.
ing considered contradictory.
hand.' Passenger traffic was maintainThe clews in this case found in
Julio Chavez, who set fire to the
refused to get out of the automobile
VA 0,11 IVaUBt f
I
causbulFlatbush Brooklyn early today,
warehouse of Albino Salazar at Chap-- DU IAS o VCX lOlU Ugl
his wife opened fire on him, the
the estab- eue, we nre causing a loss of J1.000, but very little freight Is moving anyl
to'
the
ed
attempt
police
Another
chord.
his
let piercing
spinal
lishment of a connection between the was sentenced to serve not less than where between the Great Lakes and
man and woman were in the machine death of Mrs. Snead, and the
fifteen months nor more than eight the Pacific coast No attempt has
yet
and these, reinforced by the police,
'"House of Mystery" in Flatbush, een months in the
penitentiary.
been made to bring In strikebreakers.
returned Mrs. Coleman's fire. More where M!$s Wardlaw,. Mrs. Snead
jonn
uaaiaway, colored, charged
than twenty shots wre fired. In the and two stranges old women lived with having obtained money under In the Twin City yirds, railroad ofv.until
recently,
esem
excitement the chauffeur tried to
raise, pretenses, having passed a ficials, train diapatcfirs and
'
A Bearch of the house today led
bers of train crews M J'M .r-f'j
worthless
check
so
in
sum
was
the
of six
cape in the automobile, but
t6 the discovery of 'blood spotB
teen dollars on T. F. Cameron, of the
ra
macb'na,i
be
that.
tio
The freight handlers
He various-- rooms. I. the kitchen
badly scared
uptimo bar, was sentencei1 to serve sou transfer
station
upon the curb and it overturned. In stove the police found two bundles of sixty days in the county jail.
gateway of the northweat If
the meantime Mrs. Coleman had dis- human hair, while crushed down in
Martinez
upriano
y
Hernandez,
did not tepor 4
mounted and when the machine over- the . grate of the stove where four rouna
or assault on a woman instructions,
this morning. In many pf.,
turned it struck her and broke two human bones, partly burned, and the with a gunty
deadly weapon, was fined twenty-f- freight trains were sidetrackedjrsAY
of her ribs. This enabled the police skull of a child about two years of ive
as at
dolars and costs.
to capture her. She is now in jail age. The cellar will be dug up. Mrs.
Missoula, Great Falls and Livingston,'
V.
de
Virginia
Teitlebaum
who was Montana, and Grand
and her husband in the . hospital, Snead's husband mysteriously disap
Fargo,
brought into court under writ of at- - Mandan and Jamestown-ort-Forks,
h
where he is not expected to live.
peared last summer.
t,
tacnment for not responding .. to
and agents refused to accept
subnoena before the grand jury,
for shipment. It was reported!
apd
who has caused the court more or freight
this. morning that the members of
less trouble from time to time, was the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainnot given a sentence this
morning- but men would strike
but this could
was severely reprimanded bv CMof mot be confirmed.today,
Justice Mills, who informed Mrs
It is said that both the moral andl
Teitlebaum that in the future it would financial support of the National
be necessary for her to
apnear' in Railway association is being given
court when summoned.
the railroads in this effort to overcome
Facundo Medina, tried for the Iar- - union rule. Indications of the far
London, Dec. 1. Premier Asquith of the lower house,
A great crowd gathered in the vi ceny of a horse from Mrs. Fanni
reaching effect the strike will have.
announced today in the House of
should it be protracted, is shown la
r
Commons that tomorrow he would cinity of No. 10 Downing street, the Jones was sentenced to
move for the adoption of a resolu ed out in order to prevent a possible less than two years nor mora than a dispatch
Butte, Mont, wher
f
immense copper mines are located.
tion that the action of the House of where the cabinet meeting was being two and
years in the
The Inability to ship coke to the vari
Lords in refusing to pass.he budget held, and finally the police were call
ceuenza raaiiia was given sixty ous smelters will bring idleness to-was a breach of the constitution and ed out in order to prevent a possible
a usurpation of the rights of the demonstration.
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued en Page 4)
Parliament will not adjourn until
House of Commons. The premier was
he
when
of
but
the
middle
the
loud
cheers
elec
,
with
January,
greeted
tion campaign will, open in earnest
entered the house.
.'.The political crisis caused by the on Friday when David Lloyd George,
unprecedented action of the House chancellor of exchequer, and Winston
of Lords in refusing by a yote of 350 Churchill, who is chiefly responsible
to 75 last night, to consent to the for the budget and Lord Lansdowne
government's budget is developing and J. Austen Chamberlain, the most
ardent opponents of the government's
rapidly.
The cabinet had an early meeting measure, will deliver speeches.
In many respects the impending
today to consider the wording of a
"Many will prefer the old, route be- -. ;
Vaughn, N. M., Dec.
motion which Premier Asquith will struggle will be the most Interesting
ask the house to adopt This motion in the parliamentary history of Eng Vaughn is going to be on the main cause of the scenery and many will
will constitute a remonstrance against land. Even some of the peers will line for the Santa Fe's through pas- prefer the routi over the cutoii be-,- ,;
cause it will be somewhat shorter and
what the liberals contend to be an take the. stump in order to explain
senger trains in a short time, all we can make better time on the
invasion by the peers of the rights their action.
through passenger trains will not pass
which is practically without
through here over the Belen cutoff, grades.
V
"All through freight will be handled;
neither will they all continue to oper
ate through Albuquerque over tha old over the cutoff but there will still be
route. According to high officials of traffic enough over the old line. The
the Santa Fe who have recently been Santa Fe has so much business tlr
here on business, the Santa Fe as it needs a double track anyhow and'
soon as its eating houses on the Bel this cutoff merely gives us double
en cutoff are completed, means to track to and from the coast part of
High noon today witnessed one; of The other decorations about the house operate through passenger trains ov the way; that is all. I do not be!i?Y3
the present line through the Glorictas
the prettiest home weddings that has and around the table were also white er both its lines.
carnations
and
"We
smilax.
do
not believe in offering peo will lose any of the trains it has
taken place in Las Vegas in ome
a
route
of travel until we can but on the contrary, I believe wo wi;t
The
Miss
Lottie
ple
bride,
Hayward,
time, when James Frederick Anton
have as many on the cutoff in a.! irtio
feed
as
she
them
is
evknown
to
best
almost
properly," said thifi official to
lead to the hymeneal altar Miss
the ones we are now operai In ovt r
we
do
not
Charlotte Josephine Hayward, only ery Las Vegan, is one of the Mea while here, "and therefore,
;
the Glorietas."
dow
CtUifotnia
s
acmost
our
Intend
to
of
and
City
divert
charming
any
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas w,
' the
cutoff
One
of
over
ladies.
the
While
born
business'
passenger
Harvey housia
Hayward. Rev. J. S. Moore, rector of complished young
j
St. Paul's Memorial church, read the in Kansas, Nshe came to Las Vegas from the Albuquerque and Las Vegas this official speaks of is now n
a
when
irl
with
houses
her
line
completion
and
h,l
.
we
at
until
have
this
parents
i
which
the
.
and
Harvey
solemn
place, whir.!,
Impressive service
made the happy yoting couple man has been reared and educated in this completed along the cutoff. Even
" vw.jii me Santa te anJ I
and. 'wife, the, Episcopal ring cere- city. During the years she has made then, we do not intend as , reported the El Paso and Southwestern, where
was Las Vegas her home she. has made to transfer all through trains over the overhead crossing put in by the '
mony being used. The wedding
'
a 'quiet affair, the ceremony being everyone whom Bhe nasi met her here. Already our business is heavier Santa Fe in building Its cutoff cost I
celebrated only among the immediate friend by her happy ' manner;- and than we can conveniently handle on alone a million,: ; dollars. Another
lovable characteristics. She has been the old line, and we Intend to
relatives of the bride's family.
put on Harvey house is balng built at C
The1 marriage vows were taken in a favorite in the younger set and a two Califronia fliers just as soon as and another la
nearlng. con '
the large bay window of the Hayward leader socially and in, church circles. the eating' houses are all completed at Amarillo. A fourth is to 1 ,e
home on Grand avenue, under a bow In the latter she has been, a devout along the cutoff, one overthevold at Belen and1 this, when cor
er of white carnations and smilax, worker, being a member of the choir Una through the Clorieta mountains will enable the company to f which made a most attractive picture, of St, Paul's church, aa well as of and one over the cutoff, giving the its passengers
the
the bride and groom being attended the Altar Guild. In social circles the people their choice of" routes going having already properly,
teen comply.: i
Mr.
B.
and
Bunker.
Mrs.
W.
on
(Continued
by
and coming.
Kawrcs and Oklahoma.
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ENGLISH BUDGET VOTED DOWN
BY OVERWHELMING

MAJORITY

w

one-hal-

peni-tentiar-

frfj

TRAINS OVER DOTH ROUTES
L-r-

New York, Dec. 1. The opening of was a seventy thousand dollar guar-bida for the heavyweight champion- - antee and an offer ol twenty thousand
interest in
ship fight between James J. Jeffries , dollars for a
'and Jack Johnson, scheduled for noon j the moving pictures; the third was
today, was deferred until a later hour ninety per cent of the gross receipts,
at the request of Eddie Graney of San , John Gleason and James Cofforth,
Francisco, who protested it was un - of San Francisco, made a joint offer
thou
fair to set a time for opening bids of one hundred and twenty-fiv- e
seven hours ahead of the1 time named sand dollars for the fight on July 4,
'
in the articles of agreement.
either before the Colma Athletic club
A large crowd of sporting men, or at Ocean View, reserving the full
gathered at the Hoboken hotel where rights of the moving picture proceeds,
the bide,' were opened, and when Gleason also offered seventy-fiv- e
none of the principals appeared at thousand dollars and
of
noon, there ' were reports that secret the picture proceeds.
Liberal offers by Hugh D. Macln
conferences were being held to settle
the place where the battle is to take tosh, of Australia, were not consid
place. Graney is said to be prepared ered because no check accompanied
-,tp offer a purse of sixty thousand dol- the offers. .
Tex JRlckard, of Ely, Nev., offered
lars but he declined to make any
statement. The fight will undoubted- a cash purse of one hundred thousand
'
s
of the picture
dollars,
ly be held in California.'
The bids were opened late this af- proceeds and a bonus of fifteen thouternoon, but because of the numerous sand dollars cash for a fight July 4,
and large offers made for the fight, either in Utah or California.
It was decided to postpone the eelec--J Tom McCarey of Loa Angeles, oftion of the battleground for twenty-fou- r fered a purse of one hundred and ten
hours. 'The offers for the fight thousand dollars and fifty per cent
are the largest ever made in a prize of the picture proceeds, ; or the re
'
ring encounter.
ceipts of the entire house with fifty
Graney, representing the Tuxedo per cent of the picture proceeds.
club of San Francisco, made three
Three carloads of Mexican laborers
bids. One offered eighty per cent of
the grosB receipts with a guarantee passed through the city, this afterof seventy-fiv- e
thousand dollars, the noon from the City of Mexico enroute
management to have the sole owner- to eastern points to. be put into sership of the moving pictures; another vice as section hands.
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New Orleans, La., Dec, 1. The
of Edward W. von Buelow, a
cousin of Prince von Buelow, formerly chancellor of Germany, has stirred
up public sentiment against the law
prohibiting a white person from ever
marrying another having a trace of
negro blood, no matter; how faint it
may be. That law killed von Buelow.
He drowned ' himself " Tather than
stand trial for having violated it. His
wife, as white skinned as any belle
in this city,; has a trace of negro
sui-sid- e

"

blood.

:

Business enemies of von Buelow
found out that Mrsvvon Buelow had
negro blood, and- in revenge for a
coup he played upon them in the cotton market they first ruined him
then exposed his wife's secret
though it was no secret to him.
Mrs von. Buelow is a beautiful and
cultured woman, is of a splendid line
on her fathers' side. Her father was
a judge. He educated and provided
for her while he lived and loved her
as much, if not more than the children whom he openly recognized. Von
Buelow gave up a life of luxury and
rank In Germany twenty years ago
when he was about 22 years old, and
came to America. He Joined the navy
and after winning his way to a commission, resigned and settled in this
city in 1902. He was in constant communication with Prince von Buelow,
his cousin. He was accepted in good
society here. He engaged in, the cot

Jl

,

the-har-

NOTICE

0FCATA8BH

FOR

PUBLICATION

(Not Coal Land)
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Nov
ember 23, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Lena
.
oi wairous,
m., wno, on
lmac,
March 24, 1908, made Homestead Entry No. 13756, for the SW 4 Sec. 3r
Twp. 16 North, Range 21 East N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-tio-n
to make final commutation proof,
to establish claim to the land
before Robt L. M. Ross,
U. S. Court Commissioner, at Las Vegas, N. M, on the 10th day of January, 1910.
'
Claimant names as witnesses;
William: Smith, Matt Gerk, Ramon
TruJillQ, of Watorue, N. M , and Cody
W. Summerlin, of East Las .Vegas,

S.S.S. cures Catarrh by removing the cause from the blood. It so
thoroughly purifies the circulation that there is nothing left to inflame and
irritate the mucous linings of the body, which is the most prominent and
dangerous effect of Catarrh. As long as the mucous membranes and
tissues are kept in a state of inflammation and irritation by an impure and
infected condition of the circulation. Catarrh will remain. Its disagreeable
symptoms of ringing noises in the ears, mucous dropping back into the
throat, headaches, watery, eyes, difficult breathing, and even stomach
disorders and weakened health, cannot be permanently relieved until the
blood is purified. Local applications alone can have no real curative value,
because such treatment does not reach the blood.
Sprays, inhalations,
lotions, etc., are valuable only for their cleansing and antiseptic effect, but
if depended on alone Catarrh sufferers will find a cure impossible. Nothing
equals S.S.S. for curing Catarrh.' It goes down into the circulation, gets
at the root of the trouble, and removes every particle of catarrhal matter
from the blood and enriches this vital fluid so that instead of irritating
the different mucous portions of the body, it nourishes them with rich,
health-gi- v
Then the symptoms begin to pass away, and N. M.
ag properties.
,
Catarrh is permanently cured. Book on Catarrh and any medical advice
v MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
fre-'
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Necessities
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one-thir-

half-ounc-

REMOVES THE CAUSE

.

,

Most physicians are agreed that the
best way to combat most ills la by the
the
indirect: method of stimulating
body's natural powers In fighting and
the germs of disease. Conton business and made a comfort- destroying for
example, is much easier
sumption,
able fortune. Tben he married.
it is to cure, and
than
to
prevent
her
parabout
The girl told him
land
a determined war- the,
his
throughout
to
be
entage when he asked her
to lessen the danwife. She said it was impossible for fare Is being waged
this
Insidious disinfection
of
by
friends
if
her
ger
and
that
them to marry,
knew of the trace of negro blood in ease. Coughs and colds axe a proliflo
her veins they would never speak to source and should not be neglected.
her again. Von Buelow replied that , At the first sign of a cold, steps
he did not care about her parentage. should be taken to check it at once,
He cared about her and he persuaded and this can best be done with a sim- her that no one need ever know their j pie mixture of two ounces of Glycere
of Virgin Oil of Pine
secret
ine, a
A few months ago von Buelow in 'compound pure and eight ounces of
curred the ill will of a certain group pure Whisky. These can be mixed
of cotton speculators. They led him together in a large bottle. Shake well
Into a speculative trap in which he and take a teaspoonful every four
lost everything he had his horfle and hours. It is claimed by the Leach
about $100,000. Then in some manner Chemical Co., of Cincinnati, who prethey learned of his wife's mulatto pare the Virgin Oil of Pine compound
mother and they had him arrested. pure for dispensing through druggists
Von Buelow's friends went to his aid that this mixture will break up a cold
and gave bail for him and promised In twenty-fou- r
hours and cure any
to stand by him in his troubles, but
cough that is curable.
heart-brokehe was
His wife was
"cut," as she had predicted. His chil"I always say Just what I think."
dren were mocked. He couldn't stand
"Ah! Not much of a talker, I surit more than one day. He .disappeared.
Oflicers going to his home to serve mise!"
a warrant upon his wife found him
Our Town Druggists
missing.
'You will never see him again," say that Painkiller sells the best of
she told them, "Neither will I. He's any medicine they keep; during
times of the past year Or two,
gone. Laws Tiave killed him.'l
there were none too poor to pay their
A few days later von Buelow's body "quarter" for a bottle of this indiswas found in the Mississippi. His wi- pensable family medicine. Be sure
dow 'must stand trial.. She probably and get the genuine. 25c, 35c and 60c
,
will be acquitted, however, for public bottles.
sentiment is in her favor.
.

GERM AN PRINCEelTO SUICIDE

v

V

EASIER TO PREVENT

DRIVES COUSIN' OF

LAI'

cil and McDonald were sent, east in
charge of stock trains yesterday afternoon.
;
Conductor O. E. Leach is handling
SERVICE .ITER
Women
trains for a few days in place of Conductor Crane who is marked up on Find a
"oflt duty" board.''
JANUARY I the
Friend
- Fireman
J. F. Jackson has reported
for duty on passenger engine No.
traded engines Duffy's Puro
SANTA FE RAILWAY
TO PUT 1225, having recently
The World's Greatest Medicine with Fireman H. A. Harvey.
The old"
ON TWO MORE PAS- -'
Cures nervousEngine No. 1909 which was discharg- ness and family remedy.Gives
indigestion.
power to the
SENGERS
ed yesterday from the Albuquerque brain,
and elasticity to the musstrength
shops will be put in service on the cles, and richness to the blood. It is inGlorleta mountain as helper.
valuable for overworked men, delicate
Conductor Hereford and crew of the women, and sickly children. It is a proEQUIPMENT TO BE FINE
second district were sent west yes moter of good health and longevity.
afternoon on train No. 31, Keeps the old young; makes the young
terday
Not. 9 and 10 to be Operated on Fast
strong and vigorous.
to
the shortage of men.
owing
All drugrslsta and grocers, or direct,
Will
Schedule
Cater
and
Through
Engineer George Crossen and wife 11.00 per bottle. Write for free booklet.
Avoid substitutes and imitations: they
to Tourist Business Will Make arrived in the city yesterday after- are
dangerous.
. Better 'Time
Than the Cajifornia noon from their home in Lamy spend- Duffr Malt WUakey Co., Bocfcrater, H.T.
ing the day in the Meadow city.
. Limited.
4
.
Fireman C. L. Comstock appeared
v
at
the round house yesterday ready the head, which left him insensible.
After January 1, Las 'Vegaa will get
for about The curious part of the incident' is
for
the benefit of additional train service fourwork after being oil duty
to the that the description of the Mexican
visits
days, paying daily
which the Santa Fe will inaugurate
given by the brakeman, and that ol
dentist.
at that time to improve the service
Lee Wright who was in the injured man, are identical. This
Engineer
between Chicago and the coast and
by a lubricator glass is making trouble for the officers inwhich will put this road far in ad- jured recently his
in
exploding
engine Is reported vestigating the case.
t
vance of most of the other trans
The Erie railroad has given over
much better but is still confined to
continental lines, according to the re- his bed.
One car in some of its suburban trains
ports reecived here of changes to be Fireman G. C. Palmer has resigned to the pasengers who object to the
made with the new year.
(
his position here and departed yes overheated and stuffy atmosphere of
i
The most important of the changes
terday afternoon for Trinidad .where the regular cars, says the Railway Re9
will be the operation of No.
and he
will probably enter the employ view. The cars carry signs reading
i No. 10 as fast tourist, trains. No. 9 of another
Fresh Air," and are started out from
railroad.
i
will go through to the boast instead
Conductor Rhodes and crew hand the terminals with the doors, ven
7
No.
f combining with
at Albuquer- led stub No. 1 out of this place yes tilators and alternate side windows
que and going over the Rio Grande
regular No. 1, run- wide open. Any person riding in
division to El Paso. No. 10 will make, terdayas afternoon,
second No. 7, passing through these cars is privileged to close the
ning
the return trip from the Pacific coast this
window next to him, but has no right
city late last evening.
'through to Chicago and both1 these
to insist on the closure of other ven
Shanks
who
Porter
has
been
Joseph
trains will be as exclusively for thai in the service
tilation openings. The will of the mathe
Fe
of
at
this
Santa
tourist travel as are Nos. 3 and 4,
for a few months has resigned jority of those who ride in the cars
the California limited trains, for the place
his
position here. The vacancy will will: control the turning on of the
first-clas- s
exclusive travel.,
steam heat, which may be wanted in
be filled by Porter H. F. Carroll.
'
These two trains are to make betMachinist Frank Hockett was off very cold weather. Those who find
ter time than the limited, trains, it Is duty yesterday owing to the illness the car too cold can always move to
said. No. 9 will make the run through of
his wife.. He was able to resume other cars In the train. This 'seems
from Chicago to the coast In faat time his
duties this morning, MS wife hav- like a sensible way of solving the
and No. 10 will clip a couple of hours
recovered somewhat from her in- vexatious problem of heating and
ing
Tin
from the llmlted'n Him. Thn naw
'
ventilating cars satisfactorily to all
disposition.
iu irain, ii is saia, wm maice tne rast-- Larry Trainer, engineer of the sta concerned in winter.
sr est time ever Known Between win-at the local shops, Is Ninety per cent of railroad men are
slow and Albuquerque, running the tionary engine
back at his old stand after being off in poor financial circumstances when
distance In seven hours and fifty min- for a
few days visiting in Santa Fe they are compelled to retire from the
utes, which is about two hours better as the
guest of his daughter, Mrs. service on account of incapacity or
time than the limited makes. No 10
old age, according to a statement made
Walter Pratt.
will arrive herd in the evening inI. C. Haulman and Fire- by a prominent official of the Missou
Engineer
stead Of at noon as now.
man T. Trainer deadheaded to Al ri Pacific. This is due partly to the
No.; 9 Which now arrives at 6:30 pt
buquerque last night to bring up en high cost of living, and partly to the
m," will arrive two hours later. No. gine No. 1909 which has Just come carelessness of railroad men while
'
7, arriving now at 5:45 p. m., will arout of the shops at Albuquerque after they are able to work. While the pen
rive at 6:45 p. m., and will run a
sion plan has not been completed for
general overhauling.
through to the coast.
Conductor J. B. Crane is taking, a the Missouri Pacific, it is probable
In order to permit these through few
days lay off on account of mov- that under it each man will be asked
i trains to "make good time they will
household effects to this city to contribute $1 a month toward the
his
but lew stops and additional ing
Pynake
from
Conductor Crane will pension fund. A dollar a month seems
Raton.
1
Yn be put on between various locate his family here and make his quite a heavy assessment. From the
j
Mo handle the local business.
time he is 21 years old, until hUs,70
future home in this city.
(
.
train will be put on between
No. 1601, with Engineer J. years old, he will have paid in only
Engine
tfSSSSplty and Chicago, it is re- - R. McCabe at the throttle" and Fire- $568, which is not much considering
apd it is thought a new ser- - man J. M. Sundt at the firebox were that after he is retired, or incapaci,
XJIjted,
J wme inaugurated Detween La.
sent down to Chapelle last night to tated from the service, he will re
ita ana iaiouquerque io relieve me bring in a train from there, relieving ceive from $30 to $40 a month pension.
"last trains of local business. A local an engine which had "died" enroute. 3tresa is laid on the plan's provision
train will run from La Junta to AlConductor Creswick . and crew for a man who becomes incapaci
buquerque and one from Albuquerque brought stub No. 8 up yesterday from tated to pension before he shall have
to La Junta, it is said.
the regular No. 8 be- acquired the age of 70.., There are
'
What night service , between El Albuquerque,
several
hours
late. The addi- 30,000 Missouri Pacific employes who
Paso and Albuquerque will be main- ing
tional train running between Albu- will be eligible to enter on the pension
tained is not known, but it is not beand El Paso which was put plan, which has been adopted on many
lieved the new service will change querque
on recently necessitates the running other systems, and is meeting with
the Rio Grande service, in spite of of a stub No. 8 when the
success. One cigar a day costs more
regular No.
the fact, that' two daylight trains have 8 is off Its schedule.
than the monthly assessment of $1.
recently been inaugurated on that di-and crew handled
Conductor
vision. At any rate Las Vegas is due a stock trainLynch
PREJUDICE.
consisting of twenty-fiv- e
to get additional passenger service
Curious to state, prejudice keeps
cars through this place yesterday.
us out of more good things than does
east and west, which will give this On account of the
heavy shipments lack of opportunity.
as good service as that of any
v town
of stock through this place the loWe often pass-ban article of merit
town on the oad outside of the larger cal
yards are beginning to get blocked because the price is low. The same
cties. Seven tKiugh trains now ar--.
up to quite an extent as at times it article at double the price would find
rive and depart from the local sta- takes about all the crews here to us eager to
try it. K C Baking Powtion daily.
d
the price of the
der sells for
handle the "stock extras."
Nemacio Padilla, a Mexican aged Baking Powders controlled by the
RAILROAD NOTES ,
about 38 years, was yesterday found "Trust"
Yet K C is guaranteed the Best
Brakeman John Donnelly is marked in the Santa Fe yards at Raton badly
;
Powder at any price.
Baking
up for duty again on Conductor injured as the result of having been
Thi ladies of this city who have
Lynch's car after being off for a few brutaly assaulted. The Mexican says seen what K C Baking Powder will da
he was going from St. Joseph, Mo., prefer it to any other. They are only
days.
i
Machinist Dick Romero has return- to Guadalajara, Mexico, where he has too glad to save their money and get
ed to hia duties In the local shops a wife and family, and that while a better article. It's the difference
after being off duty for about two crossing the tracks, he was assaulted between "Trust" prices and those of
honest competition.
'
; weeks.
and an attempt was made to rob him. fair,
A 25 ounce can of K C
Conductor Maitland and crew load- - Although considerably beaten, the Powder for 25 cents, and your Baking
money
ed nineteen cars of stock At the local man succeeded in keeping what returned if you don't Ilka It better.
etock yards yesterday for eastern money he had from' the would-b- e
thieves. Another version of the story FINANCIAL CONDITION OF
.points.
came to light, when a brakeman on
; forFireman Richard R.onGreen reported
THE VARIOUS COUNTIES
duty yesterday
engine No. a freight train reported having had
1646 after a few days retreat from the trouble with a Mexican
trying to
TravelSanta Fe, N. M., Dec.
steal a ride on his train.: In attempt- ing Auditor C. V. Safford has report"scoop."
Conductor N. H. Cramer Is again ing to put the man off the train, ed to Governor Curry on the finan,
able to be back at work in charge of he encountered strenuous opposition, cial condition of the counties for Octhe local train after being off duty for the Mexican first drawing a knife tober.
The report shows that the
"
and later a razor, which he brandish- counties had on
two days.
,
deposit in approved
Owing to the shortagebf crews on ed freely. In the scuffle the brake-ma- n territorial depositories on November
?: the Raton
hit him several times, twice on 1, the huge sum of $828,896.77. Coldivision, Conductors Coun
fax county led with $86,379.82 to its
credit; Valencia was second with
Bernalillo came ' third with
$67,762.76; then Eddy with $54,823.75;
and Grant with $51747.70. Rio ArriNow end again you tee two women passba was the only other county with
ing down the street who look like sisters.
You are astonished to learn that they are
more than $40,000 to its credit, having
mother and daughter, and yon realize that
a balance of $40,660.56. Torrance fola woman at forty or forty-fiv- e
ought to be
lowing closely with a balance of
at her finest and fairest. Why isn't it to ?
The other counties had the
The general health of woman is so infollowing balances: Chaves,' $17,122.-73- ;
timately associated with the local health
of the essentially feminine organs that
Curry $9,035.66; Dona Ana $33
there can be no red cheeks and round
Lincoln
173; Guadalupe $19,928.81;
where
form
there it female weakness.
$35,258.38; Luna $34,025.91; McKlnley
Women who have suffered Iron
Otero
$13,891.37;
$10,068.33; Mora
this trouble have found prompt
$23,890.90; Quay $34,509.17; Roosevelt
relief and cure in the use of Dr.
San
$10,716.03; Sandoval $10,923.36;
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It gives rigor end vitality to the
Juan $13,311; San Miguel $35,601.85;
organs of womanhood. It clears the complexion, brightens the
Santa Fe $15,373.95; Sierra $24,311.39;
Socorro $30,682.53; Taos $22,433.28;
; eyes and reddens the cheeks.
Union $24,626.07.
No alcohol, or
g
drugs is contained in "Favorite Prescription."
Any sick woman may consult Dr. Pierce by letter, free. Every letter it
I eld
at taoredly confidential, and answered in a plain envelope.. Address I
A woman has no use for a man who
World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R'.V. Pierce, Pres., Buffalo, N.Y.
is too stupid to admire her.
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Outting
'

,

'

Flannel Goods

Children's Outing Flannel Gowns, well and neatly

.. ..
made from good quality of flannel. '.
Ladies' Outing Flannel powns, full sizes, good colors,
nicely trimmed with braid
Ladies' Outing Flannel Gowns, trimmed with braid, and having
collars and cuffs of contrasting colors, good weight.. ..
Ladies' Outing Flannel Gowns, well made from an extra
grade of flannel, an exceptional value.
Ladies' Outing Flannel Skirts, lenee length, in a variety
of colors and patterns, heavy quality

;

....65o
. .

G5o

;

S5o

$100

..v..... 85o

:

,

1..

7.

Not Sisters

habit-formin-

.':.

;

Ladies' Sweaters
13.00 and 13.60 Sweaters,

for.

$4.00

to S5.0O Sweaters,

Knit Skirts

s

for.

:.i.i.l;$3.60

$6.00 to $7.00 Sweaters,

S.
for
$8.00 to $8.60 Sweaters,

$5 00

-

for

$8.00

Infants' Knit Goods

arrived- in big gasless
baloon made a safe anchorage on the roof-to-ok

d
posession of
and ays to every
boy and girl, "Meet me
Toy-lan-

at

:

:

25o )
60o

.;

..

.

75o "
$1.00

.$1.15

,

in a large and varied assortment of
styles, qualities and colors at 10c,
,
15c, 20o, 250, 35c, and 60c

unusually pretty

$2.15

in all the staple colors, a very
pretty and serviceable ciotli7 worth $1.25 per

yard, for

35o Skirts, for
v 75o
Skirts, for...
$1.00 Skirts, tor ....
$L25 Skirts, for
$1.50 Skirts, for

Infants' Bootees

Rosenwald's

TDitg&&
fabrio in all the desirable colors, worth
$2.50 per yard, for only

prices.

-

A large and attractive line of
Infants' knit Sacquea in white, bine
and pink, at 35o, 60, 65c, $1.00, $125.

62 inch Chiffon Broadcloth, an

Ladies' Knit Skirts, knee length,
in all desirable colors, at special

Santa Claus

,.:$U5

f

$1.00

Cloth) or light weight Broadcloth
in the staple shades, suitable for suits or dresses
worth 75ojrard, only
59c

Goods
36-in-

Batiste all the popular 'colors and a very
desirable fabrio, worth 75p yard, only
59c
Prunella Cloth in the new Fall shades
one of the most popular cloths of the
season,
wortn n.uo per yard, only
89c
h

h

Serge and" Panama cloth, in all staple co-ur0, ooin one ana two color effects, worth

ooo

per yard, only

..

..;

;
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LAS VE6A3 DAILY OPTIC,

A SERIOUS

STOMACH DISORDER

TO

PANAMA
PROTEST

AGAINST
OF SANITARY

Mi

CANAL
CRIPPLING

WITH

DISPENSE

IT

Bill Now Pending Before Congress to
Oust Same as a Part of the Official
Commission
Still Fighting for Pos--

tal Savings Banks Silk Dresses go
Out of Style Other Chicago News.

Chicago, Dec. 1. Serious menace
to the Panama Canal by the crippling
of the sanitary, department against
which the American Medical association has made emphatic protest from
its Chicago headquarters, la based
on conditions before Colonel W. C.
Gorgas, the hero of Havana's sanitary regeneration, was made a mem-be-r
of the Panama commission and
on a bill now pending to oust ' the
sanitary department from the commission.. The exposure of that bill
was started when a letter from Dr.
Frederick R. Green, secretary of the
committee on medical legislation was
made public. This was, addressed to
Congressman Mann, of Chicago, a
c .win c
nf tr'i t Vi SanotA, PpQurffti'd et
South Dakota- for the bill and declared: "An examination of the bill
shows that in section 3, providing for
the organization of the canal board,
no provision is made for a chief sanitary officer of the same rank as tha
director, chief engineer and governor.
The result of the adoption of the bill
in Its present form would evidently
be the subordination of the sanitary
department to the position which it
occupied under the first canal board."
(VnTpssman Mann replied: "I am
not in favor of making a chief sanitary officer on the Canal Zone of the
name rank as the chief engineer. It
is not possible to have good government on the zone with a lot of dif- Terent neaas, dui unaer we uiu yvmuu
I introduced the president has' full
authority to continue the chief sanitary 'officer and give him as much authority ai he now has." Concerning
the need of authority for the head
of the eanitary department, "The
Journal." of the American Medical
association says in its current Issuer
-

AJCLl

. M.u

ft'J

"

""- -'

of action vouchsafed to It, the sanitary department of the Isthmian Canal zone has achieved results that to-

-

Mr.

TVinovan'a

Why not get some now this moment and forever rid yourself of
stomach trouble and Indigestion? A
dieted stomach gets the blues and
grumbles. Give It a good eat, then
take Pape's Diapepsin to start the digestive juices working. There will
be no dyspepsia or belching of gas
or eructations of undigested food; no
feeling like a lump, of lead in the
stomach or heartburn,
head
sick,
ache and dizziness, and your - food
will not ferment and poison your
breath with nauseous odors.
Pape's Diapepsin costs only 60 cents
for a large case at any drug store
here, and will relieve the most obstinate case of Indigestion and upset
stomach in five minutes.
There Is nothing elBe better to take
gas from stomach and cleanse the
stomach and intestines,' and, besides,
one single dose will digest and prepare for assimilation into the blood
all your food the same as a sound,
healthy stomach would do it
When Diapepsin works, ypur stomach rests gets Itself In order, cleans
up and then you feel like eating
when you come to the table, and
what you eat will do you good.
Absolute relief from all stomach
misery is waiting for you as soon
as you decide to take a little Diapepsin. Tell your druggist that you
want Pape's Diapepsin, because you
want to become thoroughly cured
'
this time.
Remember if your Btomach feels
and uncomfortable now
you can get relief in five minutes.
adopted this plan. Why should the
United States, which has such a fore
most position " among the great na
tions lag on a question that would
mean a great benefit to the general
public?" That there is no antagonism between the savings and insur
ance banks of Massachusetts and the
proposed postal savings system in
spite of the American Bankers' asso
ciation's protest appears from the
announcement in the opening address
of the president of the board, Judge
Lloyd E. Chamberlain, of Brockton,
Mass.: "A vear ago I called your
attention to the plan of savings bank
insurance, and annuities then recently inaugurated in the Commonwealth,
and suggested
that its workings
might well be 'watched with a view
to urging its more general adoption
as a possible solution, in part at least,
of a problem yearly assuming larger
proportions. I believe we tan now
profit to the state, and in the. inter
ests of a large number of our people,
take a more pronounced position."
Silkworn Dresses Decreasing.
The decrease In the amount of silk
worn the country over has alarmed!
jobbers in Chleago and manufacturers in the east, and explains the fin
ancial troubles of the "silk trust,"
now In the throes of a second reorganization. "The whims of the ladles"
is the explanation made for the decrease, with something more explicit
in the
fact that tailored woolen
gowns have become correspondingly
popular and crowded out the use of
silk. The new tariff bill did not take
care of the silk mills as it did of the
woolen and cotton spinners,
about
whose schedules elaborate curves were
artfully woven, as for Instance in
tne matter or wool which is "pro
tected" to the point where the wool
grower's desires were satisfied and
the manufacturers had a margin besides, with protection on their own
account in addition. This is explained
by Will Payne in The Saturday Evening Post, thus: "Senator Warren, of
Wyoming, said, In fact, that when
the shrinkages were taken into ac
count the protection to the Americents.
can grower was only t or 7
It seems, then that the trust collects
11 or 12 cents of compensatory duty
then hands about 7 cents of it over
to the grower, for whose sole benefit
that duty is supposed to be levied.
Moreover," he adds, "the tariff act
says: 'All manufacturers of every description made wholly or in part of
wool.' Many manufacturers that are
only, part wool are thus charged with
the full compensatory duty as though
they were all wool. The wool in the
article ' may be rags or shoddy, yet
-

day not only command the applause
of the civilized world but that have
resulted in the selection of Colonel
Gorgas, the chief of that service, as
the official head of the organized
medical profession of America. Yellow
lever, the perrenlal dread of the
tropics, has been banished; malaria
the real pest of the isthmus, has
been reduced to a minimum ; the
bubonic plague has been challenged
at the portals and ' denied a foothold."
Endorse the Postal Savings Banks.
Efforts to foster public thrift In the
tJnited States have caused the State
Board of Trade of Massachusetts to
Join the powerful commercial organisations which, after investigations,
have endorsed postal savings banks.
The Postal Savings Bank League,
with headquarters in Chicago, has
that this association
been notified
some time ago appointed a committee on postofflces and postal laws,
Its chairman being Alfred W. Donovan, of Rockland, a leading shoe manufacturer who has also been one of
the energetic pioneers in the move
ment for old age pension and Industrial life insurance at cost to be issued through the savings banks of
MnnsnrhuRpttH

it carries the full compensatory duty
as thought it were pure new wool.

NO. INDIGESTION.

MENACE

com'
wa

mittee made a report, whisi
adopted, on posal savings bank v as
follows: "Postal savings banks would
foster thrift and increase the habit
of saving In many states and localities where opportunities for depositing savings do not exist. They would
be a real benefit not only for the
people, but to the existing financial
Institutions. Practically all of the
leading nations of the earth have

'

2

Goaranteed under
II Pure Food
Laws

More
'; We'll soon count you among them.
Tr' i list a matter of time. More and
( more housewives are giving up the old- Trust-mad- e
stvle.
Baking
IPowders. Thousands are turning to
.

hich-orice- d.

fr

iV

BAKING--

'

POWDER
One trial does it You'll never go Dacic
Lignter, sweeter
Speak to your grocer.
reunaea. rs
baking or money
ter. Costs much less. You won't

Jounces

uci-

believe it till you try tor your--

UESMANf
lav

CmiusO-

X

selt

A good deal of

such as women's and children's
dress goods and coat linings is about
half cotton, the warp being of that
material. Tha cloth is put into the
wool schedule and enjoys a compensatory duty amounting to about half
its total value."
The Newlyweda Enter Society.
The welcome of society in Chicago
to the Gages the former ' secretary
of the treasury, Lyman J. Gage, who
as president of the First National
Bank of Chicago, built it up to gigantic proportions, and his young bride
on their honeymoon bids fair to be
quite unusual in many Tespects. There
will be much entertainment attempted, but what will be the success of
the attempts is the subject for much
speculation both, because Mr. Gage
is 73 and his bride 35, and because
Mrs. Gage, formerly a meniber of the
"Florodora Sextette," was won during the efforts of Mr. 3age to convince her of the truths of Point
Loma theosophy. Former Secretary
Gage had a distinctive place in Chicago, socially, because of his prominence in public enterprises such as the
World's Fair and because of the
charm of his personality against
which no snobs were proof. The man
still lives who first hired Gage as a
youth of 19," as a laborer In a lumber yard and who reduced him three
.
years later to the Job of nlghtwatch-manBut Gage climbed fast, once he
got his feet on the ladder, in the
Merchants' Loan & Trust company's
bank. He became cashier and then
president of the First National bank.
Three times he was president of the
American Bankers' association. In recent years Mr. Gage has lived with
the theosophlsts at Point Loma, having dropped political and financial associations. Concerning Point Loma,
where In a new home now building,
the Gages will live Mrs. Katherlne
Tlngley, the founder, recently wrote:
"A visitor notes with surprise that
the
the cooking, the carpentering,
as well as the teaching
and the music ara done freely and
that the doctor, the dentist, and the
plumber, the "linotype operator In the
the printing shop and the engineer
In the power plant were all working
without wages, working hard, and,
as far as I could see, very happy
at their task. By organized effort the
troublesome household tasks are made
easy and not only are these carried
on, but the students make most of
their own. clothing and much of the
furniture. Many of the world's ways
these workers gladly left behind
them."
What Has Been Saved In Preventing
Juvenile Crime.
The thousands of dollars saved the
public by preventing Juvenile crime
and relieving the poverty and despair
of children In the slums of Chicago
have been totalled with the result
that $7.50 par month proves to be
the saving pe child to Cook County
alone as a result of the intelligent
efforts which, have succeeded In
keeping them out of Institutions. Chicago's little army of relief and dis
cipline, "probation officers," who do
this and who dealt with over 30,000
children during the nine years end
ing December 1 1908, have this year
been instrumental in keeping over
1,200 Children out of the miasma of
institutional life, not only a gain to
the children but In its results a big
saving to the public. But the regular
probation officers it has been dis
covered are more poorly paid in Chi
cago than in any other big city, their
salary being $75 per month with no
allowance for such necessary expenses as car fare, stationery and tele
phone calls. Not only do they frequently house their charges but are
obliged frequently to pay car fare
for the children. Other cities, Atlan
ta, Buffalo Denver, Syracuse, Port
land, Ore., and Minneapolis pay $100
per month to probation officers; Bos
Salt
ton, $150; Washington, D. C
Lake City, Cleveland and Seattle,
$1,000 a year; Milwaukee, $100
month and expenses; New York City,
$75, $100 and $125 per month. Cln
cinnati, $1,000 per year and expenses,
umana and San Francisco, $3 per
day and Indianapolis, $3 per day and
expenses.
The Stock Show Not What It Was
road-makin- g

'

In Bygone

25 Ounces for 23 Cents

-

Jaqnes Mfg. Co,
Chicago

Days..

The decadence of Chicago s one
time famous fat'- stock show, is the
subject of keen anxiety and an in
quiry which Is extending beyond the
corn belt and the cattle range to
the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. A
horse show is counted upon this year to brace up the event,
and a "Joust of the Knights of King
Arthur," who in every day life are
buying and selling livestock at the
Chicago yards, is an additional frill
which is expected to add a thrill or
two for the ladles. Declining Interest
in this annual event is of large finan
cial Importance, for besides the ex
hibition building, many thousands of
dollars are Invested In the quarters
for 12,000 head of prize winning cattle, sheep, swine, horses and poultry.
Among the exhibitors of
horses this year are Joseph W,
nephew of the late railroad
H. Harrlman, the Inevitmagnate,
able W. H. Moore, who has been collecting blue ribbons and trophies at
the horse shows of New York and
London these many years, Clarence
H. Watson, of Baltimore, R. P.
of Pennsylvania.
Har-rlma-

Whan you are riding along the road
with a slow horse, to encounter a
dad automobile makes you feel
more friendly-towaryour horse. d

NOVEMBER

NOT

A

THREE

30, 1909

"CURE-ALL- "

woolen cloth

d

Friends Every Year

iW7

TUESDAY,

SEPARATE REMEDIES, EACH DEVISED FOR THE TREATMENT
OF A PARTICULAR AIL--,
'

Virginia
BRAND

(Hickory Smoked)

MENT

Ther is no "cure-all- "
among the
Rexall Remedies. There are different
and separate medicines, each one devised for a certain human ailment or
a class of ailments closely allied. For
instance, Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets
aiy recommended for the positive relief of stomach irritation, Indigestion,
flatulency and dyspepsia. They are
rich in Blsmuth-SubnitratPepsin
and Carminatives. They are prepared by special processes which perfect
and enhance the great remedial value
n
medicinal agents.
of these
This remedy sells for 25 cents, 50
cents, and $1.00 per package. Every
one suffering from stomach disorder
should try Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets,
Inasmuch as they cost nothing if they
do not satisfy.
Remember, E. G. Murphey's drug
store is the only store in East Las Vegas where these remedies may be
obtained, and every one in need of
medicine is urged to investigate and
take advantage of the frank and generous manner in which they are sold.
well-know-

.

,

If
ams (it Bacon
MniiiiMiiiiai"MHHwaM
Have the finest flavor
They surpass ALL OTHER
BRANDS
If your grower
does not
keep them
he will
order them
for you

CHARLES ILFELD
C0I1PAIIY

"I ardently long for fame."

"Why?"
"Because there's always money in

if

Health is More Expensive Than
Any Cure
This country is now filled with people who migrate across the continent
In all directions seeking that which
of them
gold cannot buy. Nine-tenth- s
are suffering from throat t and lung
trouble or chronic catarrh resulting
from neglected colds, and spending
fortunes vainly trying to regain lost
health. Could every sufferer but undo the past and cure that first neglected cold, all this . sorrow, pain,
anxiety and expense could have been
avoided. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy la famous for its cures of colds,
and can always be depended upon.
Use It and the more serious diseases
may be avoided. For sale by all dealers.
.
III

"Are you courting an heiress?"
"I thought I was, but it appears
I was only courting a throw down."

Wholesalers of
General Jvleroln.eirqcilje&
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
'

Mall Orders Promptly Filled.

.

and GO

KELLY
(Incorporated)

I

WHOLESALE EiEitGHANTS
mnd Dealers In -

and PELTS

VJ&OL, HISES

Housee mt :
Ernst lam Vogm, M.M.. Albuquerque, H. Mm, Tuoumoarl,
Mm M.,
Peoom, N. Mm, Logan, jr. M., Trinidad, Oolorado

Alone, In Saw Mill at Night
unmindful .of dampness, drafts, storms
or cold, W. J. Atkins worked as night
watenman, at Banner Springs. Tenn.
Such exposure gave him a severe cold
BAIN WAGONS, the
Farm Wagon mada
that settled on his lungs. At last he
RAGiNE-SATTLEY
had to give up work. He tried many
CO., Vehlclas '
remedies but all failed till he used
NAVAJO BLANKETS
Dr. : King's New
Discovery. "After
using one bottle,"he writes, "I went
back to work as well as ever." Severe
stubborn
colds,
coughs, inflamed
throats and sore lungs, hemorrhages
croup and whooping cough get quick
'
relief and prompt cure from this glori
ous medicine. 50c and $1.00. Trial
1'L
I
l.fWIn
mom Aa.h
bottle free, guaranteed by all drug -va aaavawa
UWII
fwW ho nm
vavil rlalKrAM.
jr t
y)Cr IUO ID5
gists.;
i.ooo lbs.,
3,000 lbs., each
100
-

S

Bast

Retail Prices:

"You aren't honest You stole a
kiss. It is petit larceny."
"Oh, I thought It was grand."

OF SKIN

in

Broke Out on Hips and Legs Was
So Sore, Irritating and Painful
that Little Sufferer Could Not
Sleep Scratched Constantly and
Kept Growing Worse.

CUTICURA'S

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
f tttViJI
-

OUritv and laRtitio riualitipa
famous. Office: 701 Douo-l- a

t.n

r

I-

wip

S)drs

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.

ra

-

WOMEN
Everywhere Use Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment
For preserving, purifying and beautifying the skin, for cleansing the scalp of
crusig, scales ana dandruff, for dry; tbin
and falling hair, for
softening, whitening
and soothing red,
rough and sore bands,
for annoying irritations and ulcerative
I.I WBUKUCBSTO, BUU IUr
many sanative, anti
septic purposes as well as for all the uses
of the toilet, bath and nursery. Guaran-- ,
teed absolutely pure and may be used
from the hour of birth.
tot
rinptet Ftteraal sad Internal Treatmenteon.
EwiT Humor n( Inluta. Children and

Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Exptosives, Fuse and Caps.

4J

Headquarters in the Territory for

PiiS. ACBICilllnL
mi

imt cr raicAW

bums
soap

oar
IJoC:"rj But
ex:a

I

Adulu

to ciMitWB Ui Skin.
Cuticura Ointment (50c. to Hen the Hkln tod Cutt-eurResolvent (fiOc.l, (or In the form of Cbocolat
PIIH
2Kc.
Coated
per Tlal of 60) to Purity the Blood.
Sold throuchnut tha world. Potter Prug A Cham.
Corp.. Solo Frone.. Boston. Vfaflfl.
aarMatled fre. CuUcura Book am BUd. DUMAS,

6

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Ss))ds and

"When about two and a half
old my daughtw- - broke out on heryears
hips
and the upper parts of her legs with
a
very irritating and painful eruption. It
began in October; the first I noticed
was a little red surface and a constant
desire on ber part to scratch her limbs.
She oould not sleep and the eruptions
got sore, and yellow water came out of
them. I bad two doctors treat her, but
she grew worse under their treatment.
Then I bought the Cutioura Soap, Cuti-cuOintment and Cuticura Resolvent,
and only used them two weeks when she
was entirely well. This was in February. She has never had another rough
place on her skin, and she is now four
teen years old. I used only half the
bottle of Cuticura Resolvent and less,
than a box of Cutioura Ointment. Mrs.
R. R. Whitaker, Winchester, Tenn.,
Sept. 22, 1908."

Wtt of Oullcura Soar,

tt

Browne & flanzanafes Co.

EFFECT

QUICK AND PERMANENT

A

i'

ut
to
lb
delivery. 35c per
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lb.
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery,
per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c 40c
per 100 lbs.

AQUA

ABSOLUTE CURE

t

atW

on Tap

MMMlllMMnMUM
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Taft may have
appointments to
bench during his term, possibly
pttc that
which
Insure the
kind

The Optic Publishing
Company
ihoobpohated
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Carrier.;.........

17.00
.65
.20

Weekly

One year
Six Months

2.00
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THE UNITED STATES
COURT

SUPREME

VACANCY.

To the observant student of tenden
cies and events it seems apparent
that the country is approaching and
may reach at no distant day a po
litical crisis, more
and
dangerous- than any In its history,
which brought on the Civil
war. The forces which maintain their
right to Interpret the constitution to
ult themselves and to disregard and
override the decisions of the courts.
the increasingly large number of people of some education, lacking his
torical knowledge and sound judgment
who are misled by roseate promises
of unattainable beatitude under
guidance, the Adullamites, the
"discontented radicals of every shade,
;and Jhe crowds of the Ignorant and
the unfortunate always ready to ad-- ,
"vocate any change, are slowly prepar-- 1
ing to march under one banner, and
"If, as is by no means Impossible, they
succeed In getting control of the
will do everything In their
e
It. Its very
v to revolutionize
as we have known It, revered
Jbd fought for it, and the fundamental rights of person and property
us we have exercised them, will be at
stake.
Let us suppose there to be at Wash-Ingtof
a Populist president, with a
congress to match. Nothing, then, can
hold the old ship to her moorings
but a sound, conservative, able and
fearless supreme court. Such a, court
can, till the storm blows over and
eaner counsels vjjrevall.'
It looks now most probable that Mr.
t

ill
n

SLNTjME

will
more,
Tight
of a court for the time being, but It
(Continued from Page 1)
would be a great relief to the country
to know that his selections will have days in the county Jail for assault.
a large degree of permanency. They
Joaquin Labrado and Geronimo
would prefer. In a matter so vital,
charged with having broken
to take no . chances.
d
Consequently a seal on a SantaFe car,, were
there ! "a strong feeling tfiat it would
to serve" one yeaf each bu6 the
be yiser and safer "to appoint some sentence
fas I'iisjiendd.By ll&'judge,
would not feel constrained pendlngHhe good behavior of these
.

one-who-

ft

to retire in ten years, at the outside,
whose chances of life are better, and
who, instead of having passed the
zenith of his powers and begun to go
down the western slope, has not yet
quite reached it, and has still something, of the, vigor, of. early manhood.
The unwritten law, reasonable and
salutatory in Itself, that no man over
sixty years should be appointed to
the bench, has been almost always
respected, and now, with the outlook
ahead,- - would be, it is thought by
many a particularly unfortunate, time
to disregard it
,
:,
Five men appointed during the next
four years none of them over fifty,
would carry the country on In safety
for the next twenty years. A retirement ten years from now, or a failure
of strength from the infirmities of
age, might come at Just the critical
moment when the future of the country hung in the balance. Statesmanship is far sighted and acts not for
the present alone, but with a view to
securing as far as possible beyond
pervadventure to our posterity, what
we ourselves have enjoyed. Mr. Taft,
If the vacancies which seem probable
occur, will have the opportunity .to
erect an impregnable barrier against
a mingled- tide of Socialism, lawlessness, demagoguery and ignorant dismay
content, which, unrestrained,'
sweep away all ancient landmarks.

two men and providing they return
to Mexico where they reside.
Atanacio Chavez, aged fourteen
years, charged with having burglarized several houses on the east side
was 'sentenced to serve three years
in the reform school at Springer. '
A. Frank Ackerman, charged with
having forged certain Santa Fe checks
was sentenced to serve not less than
one year or more than fifteen months
in the penitentiary. The sentencalin
this case was suspended by the judge
pending the good behavior of Ackier-ma-

.

'

Edward Rice, charged with forger-incertain Santa Fe checks was- sentenced to serve not' less than eighteen months or more than two years
In the penitentiary.
As soon as Rice
has served his sentence at, the Santa
Fe penitentiary he will be taken to
San Bernardino, Calif., where he is
wanted for attempted murder.
Luclo Jaramillo found guilty of uttering a forged check In the sum of
thirty-fiv- e
dollars,-w- as
sentenced to
serve not less than one year 6r more
than eighteen months in the penitentiary. The sentence in this case' was
also suspended on a plea made by the
district attorney, pending the good behavior of Jaramillo.
The case of Julio Montano charged
with having received stolen property
and who plead not guilty has had his
case set for trial for tomorrow morng

,

,

Soc-3aIsti- o
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gov-enjjn- t,
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will-
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ing.

The prisoners sentenced to serve
time in Santa Fe will probably be
'
taken over Sunday afternoon.

(Continued From Page 1.)
ten thousand men within
time.

.
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WEDDED AT HIGH NOON

-

Y Y
Duluth Is Paralyzed.
1.
Dec.
Only two
Duluth, Minn.,
switch engineers were working today
at the- - head of the lakes. If the situation resulting from the switchmen's
strike Is not quickly remedied, ten
thousand men will be out of wofk
hours. Railroads,
within forty-eigmines, coal docks, ore docks, elevat
ors, blast furnaces and other Industries will contribute to the unem

i,

DECEMBER

1909,

state, and educated in the public and
private schools there. Completing his
education, Mr. Anton determined to
master the railroad business, and entered the employ of the Baltimore &
Ohio. His superiors were quick to
note ,his aptitude for this kind of
work and it was but a short time un-tll-'.
he had been promoted to the position of yardmaster of this railroad's
vast terminals In Baltimore. Later he
went to Kansas'" City where M beji
came yardmaster lor me Missouri
Pacific.
Abqut three years ago i the
Santa Fe Railway saw in Mr. Anton
an ' abie railroad man with a future
ahead, and induced, him to come to
Las Vegas as - general yardmaster.
This position he has filled since in
a most efficient manner, and it is no
secret that Fred Anton is one of the
beljt yardmasters on the main line of
the, Santa Fe. The position of general
yardmaster here is a most important
one; 'as the duties include the handling, pt all transcontinental passenger
and freight trains, as well as local
traffic. Only recently a substantial
promotion was7 offered Mr. Anton in
the position of transportation inspect-- ,
or, but he declined to avail himself
of the new Job, preferring his present
position because he could reside here.
Instead of being on the road most of
the time. Mr. Anton is popular in
both railroad ' and social circles and
Is a member of the local Elks lodge,
He also holds membership In the
Commercial club.
Following the ceremony a very
breakfast was
elaborate weddinR
Served, after which Mr. and Mrs. An
ton departed on an afternoon train
for an extended honeymoon trip, to
the Pacific coast, which will Include
San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Dl
ego and other seaside resorts. While
in Los Angeles, Mr. and Mrs. Anton
will be the x guests of William Hay-wara brother of the bride.
Among relatives from out of town
who attended the wedding were Mr,
and Mrs. R. E. Alldredge, of Springer, and Mr. and Mrs. George W. Hay-warof Santa Fe.
received many
The newlyweds
beautiful and costly gifts to remind
them in after years of their wedding

Your money will go farther and your
presents will please better if your holi:
day shopping is done at
fr '

Our eroods and prices We open for your
inspection and approval. It will be our
pleasured show you through.
"

oner. Sheriff Rich of Grayson county, Texas, and Chief of Police Des-paiof Sherman, Texas, the latter
an agent of the Arkansas officers,
both are on their way here to claim
Sartin, who was also known as Frank
Valley.

,

ALBUQUERQUE
ROBBED

SALOON
HIGHWAYMEN

BY

Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 1. Two
masked men entered Zanone's saloon,
1009 South Second street at 11:20 o'clock last night and compelled the
bartender, Lee Zanone, to stand with
his arms elevated for several minutes while they ransacked the
Only, ten dollars was secured
from the cash drawer, this amount
being all the money in the place at
the time. The robbers went at their
work systematically and threatened
to pump Zanone full of lead if he
moved a muscle.
After the robbers had finished their
work and backed out of the saloon
sat-loo-

Zanone rushed behind the counter
and grabbed a 45 Colts revolver, fir
ing four shots at the fleeing highwaymen. One of the shots hit the door
just? as it was closing behind the men
the other three shots being aimed at
theni through the window as they
gainfed-th- e
sidewalk. 'The plate glass
"window through which the three shots
were fired was smashed to pieces.
The highwaymen made good their
'escape.
NICARAGUAN INSURGENTS
PLAN OFFENSIVE CAMPAIGN
Bluefields, Nicaragua, Dec. 1. The

Norwegian steamer Stavangeren has
arrived here from New York with
arms and ammunition for the insurgents. The latter are now well supplied with machine guns and small
arms and an aggressive campaign will
be begun immediately. It Is reported
that President Zelaya has more than
five thousand troops. Many prominent liberals who are fugitives from
Managua, are joining the insurgents.

d,

day.

IT WILL CERTAINLY PAY

YOU

-

To investigate our

(Continued from Fags One)

fulf line of

COLE'S HOT BLAST HEATING STOVES

y

"
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Opening Evenings After Dec. 1st.

Mr. and Mrs. Anton will be at home
at 1032 Grand avenue, after Decem'
bride has been the hostess of numer- ber 21.
ous delightful functions. Miss Hay-war-d
made a striking appearance in BADLY WANTED MURDERER
a handsome going-awagown of old
HANGS HIMSELF IN JAIL
rose, which was effectively set off
an
with
exquisite picture hat.
As for the groom, everyone knows
Sacramento, Calif., Dec. 1. Gua
Fred Anton along the Santa Fe, sys-- 1 Sartin, wanted In Arkansas for murployed.
tern from La Junta to Albuquerque,. der and In Texas for robbery, hanged
Mr. Anton Is a native of Virginia, a himself in the city j air here today.
Even wjth the underground tele son of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Anton, of The Texas and Arkansas authorities
phone wires the conversation can still Baltimore, Md.
He was born In clashed yetserday over the question
be kept.
Hague, Westmoreland county, that which should take charge of the prls-- I

'"

:TAUPERTS:

1

'

and if will save you money.
Burns half the fuel:

F. J.GEHRING,
516-51- 8

Doug-la-

Avenue.

ii

-

:J

1
1

: ' Busy days leave' in their wake a host of short lengths, odd lots and broken sizes. Good store
demands
that stocks be kept free from all these Accumulations, especially at a time like this when we are keeping
noon
enteringthe
..
-

holiday season.

So the word has been flashed to every corner of our store that oddments must go and that
right quicklv To en
iorce tneir rapia movement we nave slashed heavily and deeply with-thprice cutting-w knife,' as a mnmpA iUUUT
tempting offerings present themselves.
e

:

,

-

Woarthlngs for Men and Women, Dress Accessories,
Dress Fabrlcks, Footwear, Upholsteries, Draperies,
and other home needs, haye been most attractively
priced for quick movement.

Every department in the store has shared in this early season "placing of our house in order " There i? nt a
shelv or counter which does not present a strong illustration of how thorough our
cleaning up of the'remnats has been.
7

FIGURES SPEAK LOUDER

r

'

.

1

Embroidery and Lace
Remnants

a table in a convenient place en the
every article in plain figures,

We have

placed
floor, have marked
i first
making choosing easy.
p.

A
in small sites

Dross Goods

14.00.

All class of
materials, Serges, Panamas, Voiles, fancy mixtures,
and 2 off.
etc., at
go.-

-

-

4

1--

2

,

v .i&

;

Curtain Material Rcmzznta
'Y
'

V--

sri.

1-- 2,

-

,

f
$.43

m

.

25c

'

-

all sizes in the
iot. Special...

mm

m

four-in-hand- s,

rn.

'

CI flfl

l.UU

Don't forget we
give away FORTY
nice, fat TURKEY8
on December 24th,
With
every EOc

purchase we give
you a coupon that
entitles you to a
chance to win one
of the forty Turkeys." Buy all you
want, the more you
'
buy the more tick-et-a
you'll get We
Issue tickets from
(December 1st on.
.

Man's Half 'Hose

Wrights' Health, wool fleeced, sold all over for 78o
rn I
garment, Shirts and Drawers
all sizes. Special, garment
uUlf i
i
We have decided to sell at ah times all of our Men's
05o and 76o Neckwear,
all kinds, light,
fancy also black, guaranteed all silk.
Choice...
UUb

AWAY.

I

'

une Lot or uoys' unaerwear
M

TURKEYS GIVEN

$1.25, II.E0, fl.75, and 12,

of Children's Underwear

One lot of Men's Half-Hos- e
made of good Maco
Yarn, in a variety of sha-- !
dea, navy, tan, oxford,
- gray, - green
and black-so- me
with double, heels
and toes. Some mixed
Linen and Cotton, bought
- to sell at 25o.
I Cn
Special....... IQb
.."X

"The'store or Quality"

ci

.if

A I-

7

it

i

e.LasVecas,

P,

3, 3

r

Man's Neckwear

Mf

all priced at remnant prices very low a large assortment from which to select.
,
,

1--

Small sizes. Drawers only, all wool, ribbed,
stock you pay 65o for Special

-

yards all kinds of patterns
Gingham to the FrenSh
yard. Remnants of all kinds at

of Ladles' Shoes

Special.......

m

pinoes from 2 to 4 or 7
fTid kinds from the 8

tiingham at 35o
3
and
off.

2

good-yea-

One Lot

Calico and C Ingham Remnants
f"

Lot

Department

Odd lots of Men's Shirts,
this 'season styles, cuffs
attached or detached, pleated bosom or plain, all
white or fancy; stripes,
checks or figured; some of
our best shirts included, in
the lot. "Emery" brand
and Ferguson McEinney
guaranteed shirts. Shirts

this years' styles, good
welts, and turns; E. P. Reed's,
Erippendorf's make: worth $3.25, $3X0, and
Q fl K
Vioe stock,

to i yards mus

,

one marked amount of yards and price for we never
sold remnants like these at the price we are asking
now See them.

Small remnats of from 2 to 4 yards in each. All kinds
of Silks, Lining, Debutant, Taffetas, black and colored, Messalines, Satins, Fancy Silks. A large pile
of remnants priced very cheaply a ,l-3- , and iusome
instances
off.

SO HERE ARE THE FIGURES OR AT LEAST SOME
OF THEM.

In The Men's

A large stock of these in every kind cheap medium
and tine. We have placed these in large boxes every-

Silk Remnants

All the short pieces 2

THAN WORDS HOWEVER,

N.M.

Of

.
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-
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Trustworthy
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f
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Few

methods daring the
many years of our
dealings have proven
the wisdom of trad- ing with us! While
working for a busi ,
t ness we have been
"
'!
working for a repii- '

w

.

WEBwtauAi,

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

it and it will be
'upheld. Every deal

--

f with us is a satisfac-- ,
tory deal we gua-

'

,;

iCtirlstmas is Near
BRING

rantee that.

WINTERS

THAT

PHOTO

GET IT FRAMED FOR

DRUG CO.

CHRISTMAS

$3.70 for

$4.75

All-wo-

$4.20 for $5.25

All-wo-

$4.60 for $5.75

A

greys or plaid
plaid or grey

$5.00 for $6.25

All-wo-

grey or plaid

'

5

$2.40 for the $3.00
Made Silkolene comforts

lb. Hand

thfl SS.50

YOU'LL BE SURPRISED,

0
'

fy

Las Vegas Savings Bank

o

S&n Miguel Novtioia.l

e;

$2.503.80; native cows and heifers,
$2.505.75; stockers and feeders, $3
5.20; bulls, $2.804.25; calves, $3.75
7.50; western steers, is.wwb.w,
western cowa, $2.80,4.u.

Y. M. C. A

RIQ STORE

'

on Grand avenue.
was a visitor in
Oeoree- Havward
MARKET REPORTS.
v
IX
XVXCaUVn
JTCUDIUU UVbCi
Luc
J tvj j "
j Xji
to
last
night
S. B. Davis, Jr., and wife, depart- I at Santa Fe, arriving
. t
,
.
Rir4
.
i .1 i
Wool Market.
ea this aiternoon ior au eiieuucu
attend tne marriage oi ma aiaicr, ma
their
eastern
to
During
trin
points.
charlotte Hayward.
St. oLuis, Dec 1. Wool, uncuuu5H.
A.
visit
Chicago Produce Market.
m. Munger, Kokomo, Ind.,
stay, Mr. and Mrs. Davis will
ed "Territory and western mediums,
May,
Chicago. 'Dec. 1. Wheat,
for a time at Middletown, Cknn., the wasen, Chicago; L. H. Darby, Den- - 24'29; fine mediums, 2125; fine, 12
July, 97
$1.05
former home ' of Mr. Davis, where v,er; Samuel Maglll, Baton; are late
20.
Corn May, 61
July, 60
arrlvals, registering at La Pension.
40.
Oats
42;
May,
July,
&
......
Moneys
Stocks
Dr. C. S. Losey boarded an aiter- mutate.
.
.. .
new iv.r.
Jan.
Pork
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Automohilfy Carrlsge, Vsgon

and sign

Chicago Livestock Market.
Chicaeo. Dec. 1. Cattle, 29,000.
Market steady. Beeves, $3.859.15;
western
Texa3 steers, $3.70(B'4.75;
steers. i4(5)7.40: stockers and feed
ers, $3.105,15; cows and heifers,
$2.105.65; calves, $6.258.50. J

LITTLE PRICES
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INTEREST CREDITED ON DEPOSITS AT THIS
SAVINGS BANK,

5 lb.

n

Las Vegas Undertaking Co.
East Las vegas, jn. jh..
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its present

BLANKETS
Art picture free with our perm .. i rnucnpTS AND FOR
discount
cent
cash,
20
at
per
mes and all toilet articles. Buy
week only.
this
of
articles
Christmas
toilet
youf
us for Christmas gifts, you can 22.25 for the $35.00 Seamless 9x12 ft
Smith Axmlnster rugs.
get i.uu ior ouc ana an an pitm
re or song tree.
AT

at thj waddine of Miss Charlotte
Hay ward and Fred Anton which took
ninna at nnnn nt the Havward home

V

rich- -

fancy
satine with plain center and plain
colored backs.

excellent.
Late arrivals at the New Optic
are J. S. Jones Albuquerque; and
Henry Foster, ol Gregory, SaP--- ,
Britt Pry or. Denver: L. H Boydston, Shoemaker, appeared on the re
gister at the Central hotel today.
"
John E. Whitmore, of Tucumcari,
arrived in the cltv last evening to
attend the Baptist' convention. Mr.
Whitmore will be the guest of hlB
eister, Mrs. Geo. Seelover, during his
stav In the Meadow City.
A. H. Wassen, a prominent attor
ney of Chicago, is paying Las vegasa visit for a few days from we wmrHtv, nnil la -reelstered as a -Kuest

.

SEMI-ANNUAL-

n
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young man, when you get that statement of yours.
Your deposits cover quite a period and you haven't mlsaed
tne money.
,
INTEREST CREDITS SWELLED
OUR
THE ACCOUNT
...
t
soon be
and
on
you'll
excellent showing. Keep
to

blankets.

Telephone Main 3

O

Cahlr

J

blankets

GIFT.

T. HOSKINS, CaihSar.
F. B. JANUARY, Aat

D.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

grey blankets
plaid blankets

All-wo-

g
fl

TTX

r

M CUNNINGHAM,
President
FRANK SPRINGER, Vlc PrMTdant

blankets

Don't let that beautiful picture get
snilpfl nr vnur walla 1vV en
BRIDGE STREET
when our pictures and picture
...
r
'
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER iramrae are so cneap.
Ojurline is very complete, and
PERSONALS
styie new, ana wsrmansniD is
'

All-wo-
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$3.60 for $4.50
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8TAMPS
CO ON SALE HERE
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RED CROSS
v .

.

-
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The American Red Cross society
has placed Its Red Cross Christmas
stamps on sale at Murphey's drug
store on the East side and the Red
Crosa Drue. store on the West side.
Thn ataman sell at one cent each and
50 ner cent of all nroceeds go to local
benevolence. The slogan t,f the society is, "EVERY STAMP A BULLET

i

Itf THE FIGHT AGAINST TUBER-"- v
These stamps will not
CULOSIS."
of mall, but any kind
kind
any
carry
of mail carry them and proclaim the
coming conquest of THBJ
WHITE PLAGUE. Buy .a supply 01
these stamps and help ti e good cause
along. Remember that fiO per cent of
the proceeds go to Las Vegaa Hospital and all goes to one, of the most
benevolent and worthy pauses In th
V
'
'world.
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Three points of
Superiority.

7
-

1
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1
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ji
gloves, nanaiteremcxo.
belts, utiaerwaisis,
s
in'
the pretty
1

shirt-waist-

r

which most women wok
'

their best
More than that; ihe is

dependent
'

mers In quietude, and in later years
make tneir nome.
Ross was enroute to
C.
Chicago and was accompanied by
p. Smith, his private secretary and
rv,,iat,nTi Neilson. his chauffeur. Mr.
Neil son is said to be one of the clev
erest automobile drivers in America

0 the woman away

from home, a cake
of Ivory Soap is a
veritable boon.
With it, she can wash

1

is conscientiously maintained at

v.:'....t

.

ana Cleaner

fit Of .her

1

the longer

things she wears.

,

V

Ivory Soap
Pure
99ASo Per Cent

GALLOPER
EXC1T1NG RACE

;
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1

If one of those points were
missing you would be sure to
notice it. So would we and we
watch things so closely that
Right Goods, Fair Prices and
Complete Assortments answer
;
"present" here all the times

.

about $2,000
An on.
ti,
j
u
nanus
changing
another
have
to
made
deavor Is being
race here soon.
.

Jj,

Hoax "There is one place, at
-- ,,
man comes before woman
"Whtm is that?" Hoax "In
.1t tn a.
I
'
the dictionary."

And you arei afforded the opportunity of a selection? wortliy of a City
;
of a hundred thousand.

,

Is as good a time a any to
loo- k- It matters not what
Furniture need you have in mind
you will find us able to deal with
you to your complete satlsiaction.;
To-da-

e barrier about even uu mo
was'V, neck and neck contest, the
lAKincr hv a small margin.

vA
f

ucr.iS

horse J'ace this afternoon be
Marie" 01 tnis city ana
"Sweet
tween
from 'Anton Chlco, belonging
Mnntova. ' was won by th
IU uvuw
Anton Chico., The . horse
from
I

and

k

&e

The--

-

w

pocket-bOO-

I

These three go hand in hand here
and make this a pretty good place
to come for desirables In the
honsefurnishing line.

y

CJOHIISEIUSOII
FURNtTUUE
623 DOUGLAS AVE.
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CALL AND. BE ..CONVINCED'.
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NEWS

Governor Curry has appointed the
following notaries public: Lee O. Lester, Demlng, Luna county, and John
M. White, of Albuquerque, Bernalillo

1

county.
CLOCK'S FAILURE
Governor Curry has received the
COST HAGERMAN, $40,000 resignation of Christian Otto of Clay
ton, as county commissioner for UnCarlsbad, N. M, Dec. 1. Although ion county. In which capacity he has

ALARM

1

ft

J. J. Hagerman, railroad builder, died served seven years. The resignation
several months ago In Italy, the story is to take effect on New Years.
has Just come to light here that an
alarm clock cost him 40,000.
The Lilian Mining company has
Hagerman led the battle against filed a certificate In the office of Ter
frost by "smudging" In his orchard, ritorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa, desigassigning' each employe a section of nating George B. Paxton of Red Rivthe orchard to smudge. Each employe er, Taos county, Its New Mexico ag

ma

27- -

set

Ouy Uovj

a Good Iccarimcnf
1

an alarm clock to arouse him ear-

Anchor,

except thl3 one patch and the failure
$40,-00-

BOSS PATENT FLOUR
And You Will Always Have

;

THE

.

Taos

ly and every man got there except county, as the place of business.
one. His clock did not work.
Notice is given that the plats of
Hagerman did not miss him and
his section of, the orchard was not townships 6 north, range 10 east; 5
smudged. All the apples were saved north, range 11 east; 6 north, range
of the clock to work cost him

www

ent, and designating

USE

11 east, and 10 north, range 7 east,
are filed in the Santa Fe land office
and these townships will be open to
entry on and after the 18th day of
January, 1910.

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

;. FOR THE AMBITIOUS WOMAN.
A great man said, "Be not the first
to try. a new thing nor the last to forWord comes from Albuquerque, that
sake an old."
Edward Crumpacker, former Indiana
But note, in this life the time al- congressman, cousin of the late Judge
ways comes to throw ever the old for J. W. Crumpacker, of Albuquerque,
the new. Time itself is change. You expects a judicial appointment in New
must change with' time or fall behind
Mexico. Another report has it that a
the procession.
Don't let prejudice keep you from future Judge of the' New Mexico
the benefits your neighbors enjoy,- - bench Is now on his way to Wash

NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
E., 8 chains, thence S. 42 degrees 30
Whereas In a certain action pend mln. E., 19 chains, thence N. 83 deg
iu cnains, tnence in.
ing In the District Court of San Mi rees so min.
wherein 35 degrees E., 5 chains, thence N. 88
guel County, New Mexico,
the Aetna Building Association was degrees E., 9 chains, thence N. 80
plaintiff, and Jose L. Lopez, Carlota degrees E., 13 chains, thence N. 51
U. de Lo'pez and Mary M. Lopez ware degrees E., 12 chains thence N. 58
defendants, said cause being No. 5980 degrees E., 3 chains, thience N. 68
upon the docket of said court, said degrees E., 15 chains, thenca N. 75
action being a suit to foreclose a cer degrees 30 min. E. 15 chains, thence
Bay a "Ford Automobile" High
tain mortgage upon the property N. 71 degrees 30 min. E., 5 chains.
from modern Improvements in all ington from the Philippine..
car
low
in
a
priced
priced quality
hereinafter described, tha said plain thence N. 56 degrees E., 12 chains,
lines.
WANTED A reliable housekeeper,
36 degrees E., 8 chains,
Baking Powders have Improved
Today, December 1, the appropria tiff did on the 1st day of May, A. D. thence N.
(fully equipped) F.
capable of managing a small hotel;
with everything else. But you'll tions made by the last legislative as- 1905, recover judgment against the thence N. 24 degrees E., 6 chains,
along
middle aged lady or widow, prefer- 0. B. Detroit,
;
.)
never know It till you try K C Baking sembly will begin to be available and said defendants for the sum of Sevan thence N. 23 degrees E., 8 chains.
Dollars thenco N. 21 degrees 30 min. E., 32
red. Write to Chaa.' Glasgow, Colthe Best at Any that will mean much to such depart- Thousand and Seventy-Fiv- e
One would be a very acceptable Powder. Guaranteed
($7075.00), together with an attor chains, thence N., 2 degrees W., 8
Price. the acme of perfection, the ments as that of the
fax, N. M., stating salary expected
adjutant gener- ney's fee of Three Hundred Dollars chains, thence N 21 degrees W., 8
and giving references.
Christmas present for the family. sdendid result of modern scientific al, the territorial engineer,
the su ($300.00), with interest on said chains, thence N. 34 degrees VI., 5 '
research.'
of public education, the amounts from said 1st day of May, chains, thence N. 53 degrees W., 12
T.
K
perintendent
D.
C,
to
for
that
If
Baking
don't
agree
you
servant
Apply
Catalogues
for
A
WANTED
girl
good
land commissioner and others for 1905 until paid, and.
chains, thence N. 87 degrees 30 min.
'
makes
general housework. "' Inquire of Hoskins, San Miguel ,v National fowder more your bakingthanlighter,
32 chains, thence S., 37 degrees
was
in
more
and
lib
said
W.,
made
it
Whereas,
any
whom
by
the
legislature
sweeter,
delicioqs
' "
Isaao Appel.
67 chains to the Northwest corner
W.
and
decree
that
refunds
Judgment
your
provided
grocer
eral
other, your
Ban or
appropriations.
In the event the said defendants of the ranch of Charles Lelbschner,
money. The manufacturers guarantee
at 712
WANTED Table boarders
should not pay off and discharge the thence E. along tha northern boundbe
will
per
always
was
found
that
your
baking
Torres
guilty
Leopoldo
Fifth street Phone Purple 6112.
sweet and palatable, of manslaughter by the jury in --the said judgment within- ninety days ary of the said Lelbschner ranch, a
raised,
fectly
Golfnx,N.M. r
Meals 25 cents. Furnished rooms.
from the data thereof, together with distance of 18 chains and 6 links to
pure and wholesome.
district court at Albuquerque for the all interests . and
costs of suit, that the Northeast corner of said ranch,
AndK C costs you less, no "Trust"
Torres
.InM 4llA TnntAIMi
then the undersigned, as Special Mas ftlATIAS o
a perfect killing of Robert Blueflsld.
for
fair
a
but
price
A
man
prices,
can
with
love
a
fall
in
TRADE
LEARN
girl
MEN
BARBER,'
the was charged with murder. While Im ter should proceed to sell the mort boundary of said Lelbschner ranch a
at
marvel
You'll
Powder.
Baking
so
out
If
to
as
a
to
chance
find
have
time
done. prisoned In the Albuquerque jail last gaged premises hereinafter described distance of 800 yards to the Southeast
required; graduates
saving and ask how It can be
:
It's really true.
"
rn 112 to $30 week . Moler
April, he beat Benefleld, who was a for the purpose of making tha amount corner of said ranch, thence W. along
Answer, "Not in the 'Trust.'
cellmate, to death with an Iron stove of said Judgment, and interest and the Southern boundary of said Lelbcollege, Los Angeles.
schner ranch, a distance of 18 chains
WAS YOUR GRANDMOTHER A ' ' "You say that local option has been damper, mashing his victim's face to costs of suit and sale, and
Whereas, the said Aetna Building and 6 links to the place of beginning.
GOOD COOKf
of great benefit to this section of the a pulp while he slept.
Also a tract of land situated about
Association did on the 1st day of July,
Fifty years ago your Grandmother
A. D. 1905, sell and assign the said three miles southwest of the Town
was successful in her baking In spite country?"
filed
were
yes
Colonel
Stillpapers
"Yes
Incorporation
sir," answered
Judgment to John D. W. Veeder and of Las Vegas and south of and adjaFOR SALE A choice 160 acre traqt of many handicaps. In her day Bak
well. "As soon as a lot of us citizens terday by the Union Loan and Real Elmer E. Veeder, and
cent to the road leading from Las Veexperiment ing Powder was a novelty. She was realized how far
adjoining
of
office
Whereas, the said judgment has not gas and south through Kearney's
anybody would have ty company of Clovls, in the
farm eight1 miles east of Vegas, glad to pay 50 cents a pound for it.
Since her time modern
to go for a drjnk wa organized a good Territorial Secretary Nathan- - Jaffa yet, been paid in the full, but there Gap to San Geronlmo, said tract of
price $15.00 1er acre. Also a 120 have reduced the cost ofimprovements
manufacture
roads movement." Washington Star. The capitalization Is $100,00, divided remains due thereon up to the date land being situated in San Miguel
miles, until a much better Baking Powder Is
acre' tract Se and one-haInto 1,000 shares. The New Mexico of sala the sum of Six Thousand Six county. New Mexico, bounded as folDollars and lows: On the South by lands of
100 acres of which Is fine level land, produced for only
the money.
agent is E. J. Howard. The incorpora Hundred Twenty-Eigh- t
Stung For 15 Years
Sixteen Cents ($6628.16), exclusive of Stephen Neafus, formerly of Pablo J.
are:"
Price for Immediate sale, $ 12.00 per Still the Baking Powder Trust ask
Howard
E.
J.
directors
tors
and
by Indigestion's pangs trying many
costs of sale.
boundary
Jaramlllo, said southern
acre.' Addrefb Chas. Glasgow, Col-- you to pay the old high prices
doctors and $200.00 worth of medicine of Clovls. 750 shares; T. J. Stein
Now therefore notice is hereby giv- being marked by a wire fence, separ
Powsame
for
the
'
HamBaking
100
R.
or
shares:
of
B.
Clovls,
Aubrey
jn.
F.
In
lax, iS....M.
vain,
Ayscue,
ingiesiae,
en that the undersigned as Special ating this land from the Neafus land,
ders. K C BAKING POWDER comlast used Dr. King's New Life met, of Huntsvllle, Mo., 15 shares.
Master, will on Thursday, January on the east by the top of the Creston
bines the best of everything in mate- C, at and
"SLE-4-A- ll
cured
writes
they wholly
wool portieres, never rials, quality and scientific skill to Pills,
20th, A. D. 1910, at 19 o'clock a. m., running from Kearney's Gap to tha
cure
him.
bilious
constipation,
They
and comfortables. make the most perfect of all Baking
How One Doctor Successfully Treats of said day, at the east door f the Romerovilla Gap, on the north by the
,"v.'bl.jWtet
headache, stomach, liver,
Court House In tha County of San Public Road running; from Las Vena
A.
Powders. Remember K C Baking ness, sick bowel
t'ith street.
Pneumonia.'
troubles. 25c at all
for sale to
San. Geronlmo, on, the west by tne
Powder guaranteed under all Pure kidney and
.
1
Dr. Miguel, New Mexico, expose
ntf
says'
'In
pneumonia,"
treating:
for
bidder
or .L.
to
sell
iud
the
.resiuu juaui. west ui
and
iu
druggists.
highest
iop
cents
25
Food Laws. And the price
W. J. Smith, of Sanders, Ala., "tne cash, the said mortgaged premises, Lake located on the northwest corner
r ,. SALE stamping aone ana an for
a 25 ounce can!
v.
I use for thy lungs is which
needlework ' materials'. 712 ' Fifth
Mr. S. See that young farmer, Mag nnlv remedy
premises are described as fol- of said land and running south along
Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. While, lows:
the top of said Craston to the Gap of
street 5
"What Is she going- to marry him gie? He made a fortune cultivating of course. I would treat other symp
AH that parcel of land, with the Ojos Frlos.
'
weeds.
I
have
toms with different medicines,
W. H. GORTNER.
Improvements thereon, known as tha
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- for?"
Mrs. S. Surely not. What kind of used this remedy many times In my Lorenzo
Veeder & Veeder, Las' Vegas, N. M.
"Because he. asked her."
Lopez homestead, situated
scriptions. Notary seals and records
failed
weeds were they?
medical practice and have yet
In the Town of Las Vegas, San Mi- Attornevs for Plaintiff.
at The Optic office.
to find a case where It has not con guel County, New Mexico, on tha
Mr. S. Widows'.
Exchange.
For That Dull Feeling After Eating
trolled the trouble. I have used
south side of Moreno street, bound
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
I have used Chamberlain's Stommvafilf. as has also my wife tor on the north by Moreno street, on the
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op- - ach and Liver Tablets for some time,
of the Interior, V. S.
Department
Looking One's Best
and I south by property of Enrique H. Sal Land Office at Santa
Fe, N. M., Oetc- tic office, 10 cents a bundle.
It's a woman's delight to look her coughs and coldsandrepeatedly,
and can testify that they have done
re
on
fifltl
cheerfully
DIonlcIo
most
of
i
Gonzales,
willingly
azar, formerly
me more good than any tablets I have lyvpl, but pimples, skin eruptions, sores
It as superior to any other on the west by property of H. C. Mon
Notice is hereby given that Julell
ever. used. My trouble was a heavy and boils rob life of joy. Listen! Buck-len-'s commend
to my knowledge. slmer and on the east by property of Sheehan, of Watrous, Mora county.
remedy
cough
Free
David
dull feellne after eating.
Arnica Salve cures them; mak?3
Secundlno Romero.
For sale by all dealers. :,
N. Mex., who, on April 13, 1908, made '
man, Kempt, Nova Scotia. These tab- the skin soft and velvety. It glorifies
Also fifty varaa of land lying on Homestead Entry (serial 01424), No.
and Im- the face. Cures pimples, aora eyes,
stomach
the
let's
strengthen
the Gallinas river, in 13987, for W.
FOR RENT Three sunny rooms, suit
NE
SE 4 NE
"The camel must be a most disa the west sideof ofSan
prove the digestion. They also reg cold sores,, cracked Hps, chapped
tha County
Miguel, New Mex 4 and Lot 1, Sec. 17, Township 16
able for light housekeeping.1 Apply ulate the liver and bowels.
They hands. . Try it.. Infallible for piles, greeable animal."
21 E N. M. P. Meridian,
ico, and south of the Town of Las N.
23 Twelfth street"
are far superior to pills but cost no 25c at all druglats.
. Vegas, bounded on the north by prop- has Range
'He always has his back up."
filed notice of Intention to make
more. Get a free sample at all dea
erty of Felix Martinez, on the south final commutation proof, to establish
furnished lers and sea what a splendid medicine
M. Pruger, the former manager of
FOR "RENT Five-rooRich Men's Gifts Are Poor
by Epimenla Lopez de Delgado, on claim to the land above described., be
house. Furnished rooms with bath, it is.
tbe fashionable and gay Savoy hotel beside this: "I want to go on record the west by the road leading to
fore Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court
ti &n nor week and UD. Call 618
and on the east by the Gal commissioner, at Las Vegas, New
in London, has come, at a salary of bs saying that 'I regard Electric Bit428.
.;,
Grand. Phone Main
Mexico, on the 17th day of December,
$50,000, to conduct a restaurant in ters as one of the greatest gifts that linas river.
TRUTH ABOUT CATARRH
4
of the 1909.
Also the Northwest
God has made to woman," writes Mrs.
New York.
the North 2 of tha Claimant names as witnesses:
Y. Northeast
Discussing success with a reporter, O. cRhlnevault, of Vestal Center, N.
FOR RENT Two cozy housekeeping
and the Southwest 4
Edward E. Johson, of East Las VeI an never forget what It has done Northwest
Methods will Cure it. E. G M.
Sensible
414
street
said:'
Seventh
rooms. Inquire
Pruger
of Section 12, gas, N. M. Ernest Bagwell, of East
of the Northwest
medicine
for me." This
glorious
Murphey Guarantees Hyomel to
6 North of Range 21 East Las Vegas, N. M., Fillberto Pacheco,
"Success, leaving aside thorough
gives a woman buoyant spirits, vigor Township
Cure Catarrh
practical ability, which we may take of body and jubilant health. It quick of New Mexico Meridian, in New nt nana nranila M HT William Cmltli
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
160 of Watrous, N. M.
Mexico
for granted success depends on tact, ly cures nbi'trousness,
containing
Territory,
sleeplessness, acres.
all modern conveniences. 808 Main
Said land being located in
Catarrh can never be cured by tak on sympathy.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
faint
backache,
headache,
melancholy,
'
street
Register.
"I'll Illustrate this with an episode ing and dizzy spells; soon builds up Guadalupe county, New Mexico.
ing medicines into tha stomach nor
Also a tract of land enclosed withby sprays, atomizers or douches.
"A Manchester man took his wife to the weak, ailing and sickly. Try them.
in a wire fence, sltnated at Los Ojos
For Rent Nicely furnished houseAll Aboard for Harvey!
Intelligent physicians have long ago the Palaec music hall. Tha Palace 5tc at all diugglsts.
Frlos In the County of San Miguel,
keeping rooms. Electric light hath, discarded such ideas and not one of girls came on and did their notable
New Mexico, said land being known
Carriage goes out Saturday morn
etc. Excellent location. 918 Eighth them would be worth consideration 'danse aux lambes dans
And the lulaby is responsible for as the ranch of Juan Lucero, and also ing, returns roiiowing Friday. Leave
l'alr,' or 'dance
"
street'
ware it not for the act that unscrup of. the uplifted limbs,' as one might many a kidnapping.
as the Herrera ranch, which tract of orders at
Murphey's or H. O. Brown
land measures 3000 yards from north
ulous persons prey upon the ignorance say In English.
800 yards Trading Co's.
and
to
both
at
south
ends,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms, of the people in regard to new dis
"Tha Manchester woman, regarding
from east to west at both ends, and
with or without board. Mrs. C. P. coveries.
this dance, sniffed
Is bounded as follows, on thie north
The man who lives on his past rePhone
Purple
Main.
Hammond, il4
Catarrh is caused by germs and just "Well, that beats me!' she said
of the moustam Del Amole, putation can't hope to be long-Iivethe
top
5242.
as
these
as long
germs thrive in the "Without either sympathy or tact
on the south tha foot of the hill, on
folds, crevices, nooks and corners of her husband chuckled:
the east the lands of Ramon TJllbarri
618
For A Lame Back
FOR RENT Store room, No,
the mucous membrane that line the "You bet It does!'" Exchange.
and on the west the lands of Petra
wnen you have pains or lameness
PREPARED INSTANTLY. Simply add boil, Archlbeque.
Sixth etroet Inquire W. B. Bunker. nose, throat and chest just so long
inar water, cool tnd serve. 10c per trackage at
Also a tract of land containing 530 in the- back bathe the parts with
will you have catarrh.'
''Great Caesar! old man," exclaimed all grocer. 1 flavor. Refuse all substitute.
acres
situated west of the Town of Chamberlain's Liniment twice a day,
Is
one
to
cure
oa
There
only
way
the gunner, as he opened the door
front room, or
)R RENT--NlcSan Miguel County, New massaging with the palm of the hand
Zarca,
Agua
'
and found his friend's house brilliant
uble room. Either light housekeep-- ! tarrh, and that la to kill the germs
Mexico, described as follows: Com for five minutes at each application.
one
is
that
will
only
..There
remedy
x or room with board.
ly illuminated at noonday. "What does
mencing at the southwest corner of Then dampen a piece of flannel slightInquire
kill the germs when It gets where the this mean? Why are all these blankets
the ranch of Charles Lelbschner, ly with this liniment and bind it on
a..ross from court house.
geVma are, and..that is Hyomel.
thence running south 75 degrees W. over the seat of pain, and you may
over the Windows and why Is the gas
41 chains to three pine trees along be surprised to sea how
Hyomel Is .made chiefly from Aus- burning in the daytime?"
the
F i'l RENT Finely, furnished, room.
tha road leading from Las Vegas to lameness disappears. For quickly
and
sale by all
tralian
Eucalyptus
Eucalyptol
"Sh!"
Guyer,
cautiously
whispered
femala
for
tako
36 degrees dealers.
bath, furnace heat. Close in. ' Gen- combined with, other
S.
Cardd.
to
thenca
San
your
Geronlmo,
germ killing an- "it's a scheme of mine."
tleman only.-- Inquire Optic.
troubles, because we are sure it
tiseptics. Just "breathe it In through
"What kind of a scheme?"
will help you. Remember that
the hard, rubber; Inhaler- that comes "Why, my wife Is in the country
this great female remedy
with each outfit and relief is imme- and I tell her I remain home every
diate, Used regularly for a few night and read. I've got to get rid
W atch,
on Lincoln between weeks Hyomel Tprjmounceifc HjIgbM-nn- ) of some of the gas somehow so It will
f t,
thi Center Block Drug Co. and the
will cure chronici'i catarrh. Com- go on tbe bill at the end of tha
Annex bar. Monogram
T. B. 'Re plete outfit. $1.00 at E. G.Murphey's month." Exchange.
ward. Return to Opticand leading druggists everywhere.
2,000 lbs or more each delivery 20c per hundred
""Man was made to mourn," quoted
has brought relief to thousands of
1,000 to 2,000 lbs,
30c
the inorallzer.
Uncle Ebon I tell ye that it's ex- ''
other sick women, so why not to
200 to 1,000 lbs.
is
V
I,
40c
the
.
backache,
demoralizer,
"Yea,"
?
rejoined
For
cessive Indulgence In pleasure that
headache,
you
50 to 200 lbs.
ad woman was mada to see that he
50c"
hiHs so many men.
periodical pains, female weakI ncla Ezra
Less than 50 lbs.
does It." Chicago News.
You're right on that
75c
ness, many have said it Is "the
l
i. Those fellows that stay up un--Dest medicine to take." Try It I
It relieves stomach miway, sour stomi o'clock pltchin' quoits by lant-b- t ach,
& Webb
belching.and cures all efmarh dis- Tm looking 'for the man of the
Soli in Tfcl3 City
Phone Main 227
won't realize it until their ease or money back. Lare x r f tab-let- house.
60 cents.- Druggists lu iJt tjwm "Call again; my wife is out
CMC
begin to fail 'em. Puck.
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onori utdui and Regular Dinner
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roundings.
a fact, on a hunting trip during he
for suffering: leaves its lasting marks on
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first week in November.
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DURING
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One Mountain Lion- - Kills Twenty one of the bucks had not accommo
Invited. Geo. H. KInkel, w. M Uhas.
Calls answered day or night
Deer Every Twelve Months, Choos datingly flopped , an ear. Down the
H. Sported er, Secretary. steep side hill, protected by the gTay
ing Fawns and Does Other News shadows of the
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
pine and fallen timber
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 8.
of Mineral Hill and Its Vicinity.
1
not fifty yards away, lay two,
DENTI8T
Knights Templar. Regular
bucks, resting contented' and
unafraid and unconcernedly, watch
conclave second Tuesday In Suite 4. Crockett Building.
(Special Correspondence.)
Has
i
Mineral Hill, N. M., Dec. 1. The ing two human beings. Could it be
-"
i
4, each
month at. Masonic
at
office
and
residence.
phones
chos
big game season is ended and from that those bucks had designedly,
J 35
John S. Clark
Templa, 7:30 p. m.
all accounts there are many disap en a spot which blended and harmon
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
F. R. LORD. DENTIST
pointed hunters. Two things neces- ized with their own color and identi
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.) sary for making the hunting season ty. Their bodies seemed a part of the
!Hr8. Katie Burlison, Ooreville, HI., tried Cardiii and writes:
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3. ROY
successful, were missing. The. first gray rocks and stumps 'and their
Buffered
"I
with female troubles, and was so sick 1 could not stand
, al Arch Masons. . ' Regular
over
Office Pioneer Building,
Grand of these was the enow and the sec horns the branches of the dead tim
m on. my ieet, Finally I began to take Cardui, and soon began to
convocation first Monday In
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone ond, the game. There is not a doubt ber.
each month at Masonic
Main 67.
but that the deer this year were very
Not until there was one sharp. re KLmend. Jfow.I am able to do all my housework and am ia much
oeuer aeuia man 1 was before," Try it.
Temple, 7:30 o. m. M. R.
scarce; not because the hunters are port of the riflle did they offer to
VaeeattSs)Mf
allowed, out of twelve months, one move. - One, "for an Instant, looke'd
Williams, H. P., Chas. H.
ATTORNEYS
buck which Beldora gets killed; but around in dumb surprise and then.
Bpor.eder, Seoretary.
because, according to statistics, the stiff legged, scampered slowly away,
GEORGE H. HUNKER
lions actually demand and devour The other fought death " unflinching
EL. DORADO LODGE NO. 1
Attorney at Law
during twelve months, twenty deer ly. It would painfully raise upon its
Knights of Pythlu Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New for each lion to keep its infernal in front legs while the paralyzed hind lay possibly, two hundred and fifty stable on the property of Stern and
meet every Monday
ternals from collapsing. At all times legs hung limply, from a shattered pounds of the juciest, most' palatable Nahm, which he has leased.
Mexico. '
evening In Castle
fawns are preferred, does accepted back. Each futile effort sent it roll meat which ever tickled the "inn-ers- "
C. E. Morse expects to leave for
Hall, V Initio Knights
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and in the ing further down the steep sides of of a, human being; a buckskin which Vermont with his
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family as soon as
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and stock are
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a part of the silent, decaying,
course,
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and horns, well, they would make completed.
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not set up a beautiful everlasting changing scheme of the . universe, an exquisite setting, even in the den
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of the dry fall, the water
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UNION OF AMERICA
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40 to 50 cents a pound for baking
"Eleven years of agriculture, begin the exceptions being barley, ' buck
,4, meet every Monday. evening at pay
wheat, rye and milk. The increase for
All visit powder. K C Baking Powder is guar-ante- ning with a production of $4,417,000,-00; their hall on Sixth street.
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